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URRILL NATIONAL BAN
ELLSWORTH,

-

K

ME.

A Few Reasons
why you should

do your bunking with
this Bank
1. Recunae it is s strong institution.
2.
It has large assets.
3. It is under the supervision and examination of the U. S. Government.
4. It pays all deposits on demand, without notice.

5.
6.
and
how

It has sufficient cash always on hand.
It gives to all courteous treatment,
welcomes your business no matter
small.

8TAKT AN

usual. He spent Saturday and
Sunday in
Ellsworth.

NEW

The schooner Harry W. Haynes, Capt.
Sidney A. Goodwin, from Hayti for New
York, put into Charleston, 8. C., last
week, leaking. She sailed from there for
New York Friday.
Mrs. Minnie M. Avery, daughter of Alden V. Carter, of West Ellsworth, died at
Hyde Park, Mass., Jan. 10, aged twentyfour years. The body was brought to

Co

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Commissioners-Tax notice.

J Allen—Notice of foreclosure.
In bankruptcy—Geo E Clark,
Charles C Frazier—Caution notice.
Stan wood—Photographer.
Bur rill Nat’l Bank.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Sbdowick. Mb:
Charles A Holden—Dog found.
Bangor, Mb:
Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
The S L Crosby Co—Automobile agents
wanted.
Portland, Mb:
Union Mutual Life Ins Co.
Lb Roy, N Y:
Kemp's Balsam.
Lane s remedies.

ACCOUNT AT ONCE.

Liberal interest

on

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT KLL8WORTH POSTOPFICB.

check

on

4 per cent

counts.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

ac-

savings-

In

effect Oct. 4% 1909.

MAILS BBCBIV8D.

From West— 7.18
From East—11.07

a

m; 4.28 and 8.08 p m.
12.05, 5.55 and 10.22 p

a m;

m.

MAIL CLOSBS AT POSTOPP1CB.

Ooino West—10.45,11.80, a m; 5.80 and
Going East—5.30 a m; 4 and 5.80 p m.
No Sunday mail. Postoffice open on
from 9 to 10 a m.

$ 1,978,920.29 in Savings Deposits,

BOOST! Ellsworth Food

I

Sunday

Fair,

Feb. 22-20.

credited to many hundreds of patrona, furnish a significant hint as to the
widespread popularity of the Havings Department of this institution.
Because so many careful Maine men and women And it decidedly to their
advantage to let ua care for their aavings is a strong reason why you should
follow suit. You can bank with us as easily by mail as in person. Ask us

Mrs. J. A. Peters is in Boston.

Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will work
the first degree to-morrow evening.
Tbe ladies of the Baptist society will
serve supper at the vestry this evening.
There will be a dance at Society hall Saturday evening. Dancing school this evening.

how.

Eastern Trust &

»pm.

Banking Co.,

The Salvation army will serve supper at
its hall Saturday evening, from 6 to 7.30
o’clock.
There will be a regular meeting of Wm.
H. H. Rice post, G. A. R., next Monday

evening.

Golden Pheasant Tea

is

so

pleasant

to

then you
are

will

strong

sip

appreciate

praising

of Golden

tity

and brews out

so

tea

bulk—50c

rich and delicious in

so

goodness,
Then, too,

highly.

many other

higher

and realize
a

why

smaller quan-

will make

more

kinds.

priced

SEND
35c
for

one

ible
ord.

indestruct-

cylinder recPlay it, test it

in every way and
convince yourself
of its superiority
over tbe old wax

Postoffice

Thirty-six

Sq

ness

The dance at the

grange hall, Bayside, announced for last evening, was
postponed until to-morrow evening.
Daniel Carroll is seriously illat his home
on

State street.

new

His

Lawrence has

son

been summoned home

from

Manchester,

N. H.
O. W. Tapley will join the ranks of
Ellsworth motorists this year, having
placed his order for a touring car to be de-

Frank M. Watts homestead on
upper Main street and moved in last week.
Ralph M. Holmes, U. of M., has been appointed laboratory assistant in the department of physics at the university, and
will enter upon his duties in about two
weeks. He will continue his studies as

chased the

awjettiscrunfcs

years of

successful banking
«>
is one of our greatiest assets, and your
guarantee of honest,
•
straightforward busi-

1!

Mrs. Julia A. Crabtree leaves to-day for
Bangor to spend a few weeks with her
daughter, Mrs. S. T. White.

*

|
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Mail Orders

Promptly Filled.

One

sasj

cannot

fit

jiCOUGH
INSURANCE

-

Rexall Cherry Juice b the
economical insurance against
coughs you can get. One large
bottle will insure a whole family
against coughs, colds and grippe
Cheap insurance
for a whole

k

BRUSH.

BOOT and SHOE

The brush that holds Its bristles.
It comes In four distinct styles.
Select the one that fits your mouth.
Examine the KLEANWELL CASE
on our counter. Thumb the brushes
all you want to; select your style,
and receive your brush In a sealed
box.

REPAIRING

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Ail kinds of Rubber Work warranted
Main St, Ellsworth
over Staples Music Store

GROWING

record is better than a prospectui
Netotpaper circulation it what count* foi

adreritser*.

twenty-fire

break up the worst cold you ever
had and we guarantee it like all the
Rexall Remedies in that if you are
• not
perfectly satisfied all you have
to do is return the bottle and get

PLANT

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
of performance to every
pound of promise in the advertisements
of THE AMERICAN.
Sixteen

ounce*

Albert A. Joy, clerk at the Union Trust
Co., has resigned to accept a position as
cashier of the Merchants Trust & Banking Co., of Presque Isle. He w’ill probably
leave for Presque Isle next week. M. S.
Smith succeeds him in the Union Trust
Co. Mr. Joy’s many Ellsw’orth friends,

congratulate the Merchants Trust &
Banking Co. on securing him.
The first anniversary of the Salvation
army corps in Ellsworth wrill be observed
by a three-days’ fair and sale-Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, Feb. 10, 11 and 12.

OF"

any other ten* to the

ELLSWORTH.

Capital,

91oo,ooo
66,500
100,000

Surplus ami Uadhridsd Profits,
Stockholders’

Liability,
Total,

John A. Peters, President,
Leonard M. Moore, Treasurer,

6266,500
Henry W, Cushman, Vice-President,
Henry H. Higgins, Asst. Treasurer.

DIRECTORS:
W. A. Havey,
Henry W. Cushman,
L. Elrie Holmes,
John R. Graham,
Edwin G. Merrill,

William F. Campbell,
Frank L. Hodgkins,
Alfred B. Crabtree,
Arno W. King,

Myer Gallert,

Albert E. Mace,
Henry W. Sargent,
Bion M. Pike,

Fred A. Chandler,
Barney B. Havey,
Lucilius A. Emery,
Elias P. Lawrence,
HenrV H. Gray,
Frank C. Nash,
Elmer P. Spofford.

Eugene Hale,
Peters,
Whitney,

John A.
John O.

furniture belonging to Mrs. Byrn. The fire
spread to the upper part of the main house,
but was stopped there, the damage to the
main bouse being principally by smoke
and water. Most of the contents were
removed from the main house, but in a
damaged condition. By a strange coincidence, the title to the house passed to
Mr. Harriman but a few minutes before
the fire broke out; in fact, the deeds had
just been place in the hands of hU attorney, D. E. Hurley, when the fire-bell
rang. The Joss is covered by insurance.
Board of Trade Committees.
John O. Whitney, president of the
board of trade,
has
announced
the
appointment of standing committees as
follows:
Manufactures and industrial development
A. W. King, George B. Stuart,
George H. Grant, R. B. Holmes and M.
Gallert.
Railroad,
transportation and commerce
E. E. Brady, B. T. Sowle, F. B.
Aiken, Roy C. Haines and C. H. Curtis.
Public health and sanitary regulations—
F. W. Rollins, George A. Parcher, A. C.
Hagerthy, M. S. Smith and Edward G.
Moore.
Public buildings
W. H. Titus, Charles
W. Mason, Frank R. Moore, A. W. Curtis,
Horace F. Wescott.
Streets and Highways
H. E. Hamlin,
Frank H* Gould, E. K. Hopkins, E. H.
Greely, John A. Lord.
Taxation, insurance, electric light and
insurance rates
John P. Eldridge, T. F.
Mahoney, J. A. McGown, F. C. Burr ill,
J. H. Bresnahan.
Libraries and Education
L. A. Emery,
Rev. R. B. Mathews, John F. Knowlton,
John F. Royal, Benjamin B. Whitcomb.
L. M.
Reception and entertainment
Moore, Charles H. Leland, Joseph W.
H.
B.
J.
A.
Neally,
Cunningham.
Estey,
Fish and game resources
L. F. Giles,
Walter R. Parker, Henry Whiting, Austin
H. Joy, H. W. Haynes.
—

—

—
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your money.
Rexall Cherry Juice Cough
Syrup is pleasant to take, tart and
tasty and children like it.

Per bottle, 25c, 50c, $1.00.

E. Q. MOORE, Druggist,
Cor. opp. Post Office.

the.Rexall

work for

ELLSWOBTB REUNION.
Committee Busy with Plans
duced Railroad Rates.

Bootow, Jan. 18 (special)—The

—

Se-

most en-

thusiastic Ellsworth Reunion association
committee meeting ever held was that at
the residence of Dr. F. A. Davis last even-

ing.
Details

were arranged for the next anmeeting in Paul Revere hall, Mechanics building, Friday, Feb. 25.
Those present were Mrs. C. E. Bullard,
president; Dr. Davis, vice-president; Mrs.
C. E. Leighton, Mrs. C. 1. Welch, Miss E.
F. Jordan, Mrs. E. B. Bowen, Mrs. E. S.
Higgins, Mrs. F. E. Kendrick, Mrs. R. M.
Palmer, Mrs. Morey Tripp, Stetson Foster, Howard H. Adams, Oliver Anderson,
Charles E. Hale, E. F. Redman and C. E.
Bellatty.

nual

Anderson distribtickets to be sold by those present and 200 tickets are to be reserved for
sale at the door. There would be no advance sale if the expenses were not so large
that the advance sale method is the only
safe way to guarantee that the association
shall keep out of debt. There is, by the
way, at present, $66 in the treasury.
The plans for the meeting this year do
not deviate from those of previous meetings, except there may be a new catere
Messrs. Adams and

uted 500

with

a more

pretentious

menu.

The orchestra this year will be Poole’s
best orchestra of six pieces. Mr. Poole
himself will lead at the concert and dur-

ing

the

dancing.

The concert will be from

8 until 9 and the

dancing will continue

from 9 until 1 o’clock.

Mr. Adams, Mrs. Palmer, Mrs. Bowen,.
Jordan, Mr. Anderson and Fulton
Redman will have charge of the floor
Miss

Hancock county.

Mr. Bickford.

Mrs. L. M. Seeds and Margaret
home from North Ellsworth Friday.

came

Bonsey, who has been laid up
jammed foot, is at work again.

W. A.
with

a

A.

R.

Barron

was at the home of his
meetings w ill follow, and conMrs. Asa S. Barron is
clude with a stereopticon lecture, “The parents Sunday.
Conquest of the Cross.” The army corps still quite ill.
is soliciting contributions of articles for
W.L. Kemp, jr., wife and son Horace
sale, candies and money for expenses. No- Dupee, were guests of his parents, W. L.
tify Capt. Scott, of the Salvation army, Kemp, sr., and wife, Sunday.
postoffice box 376, and he will call for doGeorgia Jude, Winifred Branu and
nation.
Madeline Moon visited their grandparThe storm of yesterday seriously inter- ents, G. B. Floyd and wife, last week.
fered with the meeting of the Hancock
county league of postmasters which was to
MOUTH OF THE R1VKR.

Week-end

been

held at Hancock hall.

George W. Day is at home.
John Ray, jr., has employment
Henry C. Ray, jr.,

her

one

store.

The Maine Central has made

a

round

trip rate Ellsworth to Boston and return
of $9.60, good for one week from Feb.
24,
especially to accommodate those who intend to attend this reunion.
The fare by boat from Bucksport is $2.35
each way, and the last boat before the reunion leaves Bucksport on the 24th.

BOOST! Ellsworth

Food

Fair,

Feb. 22-20.
COMING EVENTS.

in

Rock-

has

gone to Hallo-

well to work.

grange hall

she leaves one
brother
Q. Frank NewMrs. Thomas J.
man, and one sister
Holmes, both of this city. Mrs. Holmes
and Mr. Newman were summoned to
Cliftondale by their sister’s illness Monday of last week.

daughter;

also.

husband

—

The Owen. Bryn house on Oak street,
occupied by James T. Harriman,‘was badly
damaged by fire Monday afternoon. The
fire evidently started from the chimney
in the attic of the ell, in which was stored

ELLSWORTH.

land.

are

well

attended.

Woods, of the University of Maine, under
the auspices of the January committee of
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
the Congregational church, will be given
at the vestry next Friday evening. The
S. E. Smith and wife, of Amherst, were
lecture of Mrs. Woods is said by those here Saturday and Sunday, guests of
who have heard it to be most interesting Charles W. Smith and wife.
and instructive. While all are cordially
Mrs. Percy S. Moore and son Frank
invited, school children are especially came home last week from Trenton, where
urged to attend. Home-made candy will they have been for several weeks.
be on sale.
A son was born on Tuesday to Mr.
Hattie A., wife of Daniel M. Foy, of and Mrs. Richard A. Smith.
Cliftondale, Mass., died Wednesday, Jan.
12, aged about fifty-six years. Mrs. Foy
LAKEWOOD.
was a daughter of the late Andrew NewMrs. Emeline Garland is ill.
man, of this city. She was born here, but
had lived most of her life elsewhere.
Winnie Garland has purchased a horse
Besides

A special attempt will be made to induce
those who go to the Lamoine and Bluehill
reunions to come to the Ellsworth reunion

Post-

—

0

MAKES
A IMew Veer’s
Greeting
tliat will last the year through. You will find
choloe ones at the

Telephoue 43.
A

year.

The first dose—just one
teaspoonful will relieve your cough
—four doses will stop your cough
cent bottle will
and a
isn't it.

PARCHER PHARMACY,
A

A joint public installation of Rebekah
Encampment branches of I. O. O. F.
will be held Friday evening, at 7.30, conducted by grand officers. Members of
aU^branches of the order, and their families, are invited. At 6 o'clock dinner w’ill
be served to members of Rebekahs and
Encampment only, except that a sister
may invite her husband or gentleman
friend, and a brother his w’ife or lady
friend.
and

Woods,

most

Dtrlgo Block, Main 8t.. Ellsworth.

Wm. W. Brooks

i

I;

Stanwood Studio, The
TOOTH

Edward J. Peters, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
of the late Andrew Peters, who will
be remembered by the older residents of
Ellsworth, had the misfortune to slip on
the ice a few’ days ago and sustain a fracture of the thigh bone. Mr. Peters is between seventy and eighty years of age.
He w’as born here, but moved to New
York many years ago.
State Master C. 8. Stetson, P. of H., was
in Ellsworth last night, and left this
morning for Washington county. Roy C.
Haines, secretary of the grange fair committee, called upon him last evening and
on behalf of the committee extended an
invitation to the State master to visit the
big grange fair which it is expected will be
held next fall. Mr. Stetson said he would
undoubtedly be present.
a son

or

UNION TRUST COMPANY,

Eva Closson is working for Mro. Perry
Langley at the city.
for an address.
Bert Meader, of West Ellsworth,, visited
The lecture on the “Yellowstone Park”, his brother Frank
recently.
illustrated with stereopticon views, by
The Tuesday night dances at the new
wife of Prof. Charles D.
Mrs.

s*s*s*s*s*s*«44*s«
Brush
everyone.

introduced.

Penney, of Hancock Point, Merrill, of Qreen Lake, Aiken, of Sorrento,
Macomber, of Seal Harbor, and ColBon, of North Sullivan, were the only ones
who put in an appearance besides Postmaster Duren, of East Corinth, president
of the State league, who was scheduled

methods.

style Tooth

were

masters

|

!; Hancock Co. Savings Bank, !!
16 State St.,
!!
MAINE. V.
!l ELLSWORTH,
1 ii.*

features

have

<,

■

Phonograph

Apply tbn* elementary principles

spring.
during the dancing.
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday,
It is hoped that at least 700 will attend
Oct. 4, 5 and 6, are the dates proposed for
this meeting. The hall is large enough
WEST
ELLSWORTH.
the Hancock countj* grange fair at Wyand the inducements are many. As Mrs.
man park, Ellsworth.
Harry Seeds came home from Bangor Welch remarked, it is everybody’s party.
No invitation is necessary for any person
Mrs. Elizabeth Tracy and daughter, while regretting his departure, congratu- Saturday.
Mrs. Stella Shaw, of Hancock, have pur- late him on his advancement, and also
B. H Meader has gone to Bangor to who formerly lived in Ellsworth or in

ii
!! YOUR
ii PROTECTION ii
!!

Mrs. Annie Church, of Cherryfleld, is
the guest of her sister, Mrs. J. H.
Brimmer.

livered in the

In

pound.

J. A. HAYNES,

If
You
Own

superior Oolong;

Pheasant, correctly brewed,

than
per

it

its true

evening.

Mrs. A. W. King has returned from a
visit to her daughter, Mrs. G. A. Lawrence, in Roxbury, Mass.

among my patrons, it

once

I want YOU to know about this

flavor.

others

that has “taken” at

a tea

The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet
for rehearsal at Society hall to-morrow

The Thursday club will meet to-morrow
with Mrs. A. Munroe Dorr at J. A. McGown’s on High street.

A Quick Favorite!
Here’s

service.

by law to deal in

In the character and judgment of the individuals
and the amount of capital in the business.

John Wakefield, Herman Sinclair and
Charles E. McCarthy, who have been employed by the Ambursen Hydraulic Construction Co. in Wyoming, are
home.
Mrs. Wakefield, who joined her husband
in the West, returned with them.

ning

No. S

WHERE IS ITS STRENGTH ?

Officers of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M.,
were installed last Thursday
evening by
Past-Master John B. Kedman, with PastMaster T. E. Hale aa marshal. The installation was public to families of Masons.
A sociable followed.

The twelfth night entertainment given
by the Three C class of the Baptist Sunday school last Wednesday evening, furnished a pleasant evening for the large
number present.
There was a program of
The stewards of the Methodist church
music and recitations, and a sale of homewill serve supper Wednesday evening,
made candy and cooked food. Some novel
Jan. 26.

BANOOR, I1AINE.
Branches at Old Town and Machine.

A group of individuals authorized
money and credits.

Lord
BanMrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

There will be services at the Methodist
church Sunday morning at 10.30. Sermon
by the pastor, Rev. W. F. Emery. Subject: “The True Problems of Christian
Experience.” Vesper service at 3 o’clock.
Address by pastor. Subject: “The Personal Love and Lead of Christ.” No eve-

j

WHAT IS A BANK?

West Ellsworth for interment.
Mrs. Fred L. Kent, Miss Agnes A.
and Miss Mary F. Hopkins were in
gor Monday night to see John Drww.
Kent and Miss Lord were guests of
Harry Torrens, and Miss Hopkins of
Eudora Hopkins.

TDB
AT TAB ■I.uwntn 1

of John Tourtelotte.
Mabel Salsbury has been in Otis the
past week assisting at the home of her
aunt, Mrs. Blanche Salsbury, who is ill of
the measles.
Bluehill Fair Dates.
Hancock
County Agricultural
society has flxed the dates for its next annual fair at Mountain park,
Bluehill, as
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Sept.
6, 7 and 8.
The

Wednesday, Jan. 19, at Baptist vestry—
Supper, 15 cents.
Friday, Jan. 21, at vestry of Congregational church at 8—Lecture on “Yellowwith stereopticon views, by
Mrs. Charles D. Woods, of University of
Maine. Admission for adults, including

stone Park”

refreshments, 25c.; for children, including
high school pupils, 10c.
Saturday, Jan. 22, at Salvation Army
hall, 6 to 7.30 p. m. Supper, 15 cents.
Wednesday Jan. 26, at Methodist vestry
—Supper, 15 cents.
Monday evening, Jan. 31, at Methodist
church—Mrs. Ida Jenness Moulton, impersonator, in “The New Mayor”. Admission, 25 cents; children, 10 cents.
Hancock hail, Feb. 22-26—Food fair
Admission, 10 cents.
Friday, Feb. 25, at Ellsworth—District

all

convention of Odd Fellows.

Friday evening, Feb. 25, at Paul Revere
hall, Mechanics’ building, Boston—Ellsworth reunion. Tickets, 50 cents.
A common mistake of local advertisers
is to estimate the value of advertising
space of one newspaper by the amount
asked by some other publication. It is a
mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value of space in a reputable newspaper with, a good circulation
by that of some other publication which
will accept business at any price and be
pleased to get it.—Leavenworth (Kansas)
Times.

CHRISTIAN

for the Week
Beginning Jan. 23, 1910.
Topic.—Dm rtiiglon pay?—1 Cor. 111.

S-a

Comment
D. D.

ty

Ray

Snerman

H.

Doyle.
Doe* religion pay?
Till* Is a moat
practical question. It is also very lm
Men are i:.’crested In what
porta;.;.
pay*.
Speak of any thin* almost and
the first question asked wiii be. “Wii.
It pay V A millionaire was once asked
to make a subscription to foreign mis
sloes. He wanted to know bow much
waa spent on missions in a year and
how many converts were made. Fig
tiring ont the cost of each convert, he
asked, “Doe* It pay to convert the
heathen at so much per bead?” It was
a heartless, cruel, cold blooded way
of looking at the value of an Immortal
sou!, and It need scarcely he added
that the man who would estimate the
soul's value In dollars and cents did
not think It paid and therefore made
M subscription to the mission fund.
Opposed to such a conception we caanot but qnote the words of Christ,
“What shall It profit a man if be shall
gain the whole world and lose his own
soul?” I recently visited Christian par
eats who bad just lost a son of remarkable talents and most loving dis-

position. They were naturally grief
stricken, but In the course of the eon

BT **AC*T

Mb’.TED

Prmym Meeting Topio

MAD6I".

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

Its Motto:

The parpoee* ef this column arc succinctly
mated !■ the title usd motto—It It tor the mutual
benett, and alms v» be helpful a»d hopeful
Being tor the common good. It f# for the com
moo a*e—a public servant, a purveyor of Information aad iOffudot, * medium for the Interchange of Idea*. In tbla capacity It solicit#
commtaloanoo*. and St# success depends largely
on the support glvea it la ttb respect. Com
otaokauioas mast be timed, but the name of

men

Both

sat

omwm
immimm.
toiled side by side from sun to
And both were poor;
with children when the day

tree

and flower and

Oajnount
No

or

was

When shown

was

singing

stirred

uu eiadi.vgs.
■’

Prov. Ill, 17; tv. 14-27; xxli. 1; Eecl
U, 1-11; xtl, 1-14; Job 1. 6-22; Matt, xt
28-30; xvt, 21-26; GaL v, 22-26; 1 Tim.
Iv, 7-0; 1 Pet I, 1-9.

Out

rote*’’ paraded the street* to the admiring
gaze of thousands, during a time of sunshine
and comparatively dry thoroughfares. Our
guests from New Bedford, Mass., were greatly

Another

how to clean

Christian Endeavor Thoughts.
How vest a part of what la worst in
modern society is due to lack of moral
eoorage.
Where true love la kindled every fac-

ulty brightens.
Religion is to put heart and courage
Into us, both to work and to pray.
It’s no use trying to irrigate a desert
W&b tears.
Some piety aspires so much it cannot perspire.
The faith that can be bidden never

stays healthy.
If you are a saint you will want to
be something.
Habitual regret simply puts the beadlight on the tail end.
The only way to keep faith sweet ii
to keep it in service.
They who go out to bit tbe high
places land on tbe dump.
It’s wise to be afraid of tbe spirituality that fears morality.

Yea, I’m glad for you ail that
“rosea” coaid be enjoyed that day.

Use alcohol; dampen a soft cloth with it,
sod wipe the keys, rubbing with the grain.
1 have often used cologne for that
a

question

answered

is,

bearskin coat:

First of all, brush out the dust faithfully;
then work into the hair down to the roota,
all the fine corn meal mixed with salt (a
tables poonful to each quart of meal) that it
will hold. Leave the meal in the coat for two
lays; beat and shake and rub in a fresh
■ apply; work it in with a stiff brush and rub
the hairs between your fingers as you would
if washing them in suds. Cover to
keep out
dust; leave for a week, and beat bard.

Here is

a helpful hint or two
which
you over the telephone, and for
which I return thanks.

the

j

would
would
would
would

be pure, for there are those who care;
be strong, for there is much to suffer;
be brave, for there is much to dare;
be friend to all—the foe, the friend-

less;
I would be giving, and forget the gift;
1 would be humble, for I know my weakness;
I would look cp and laugh and love and lift.

|
j
1

Aunt Madge.

BOOST! Ellsworth Food

a

greeting

niece of the

new

to

year.

Littie, the first

new

Horses.
Amherst,

60

Cows.
91

Swine.
15

Pool try.
Chickens..
Fowl.

B|S5
30 •»

Best

loose, per ion.

16ft20
18430

Ira,*
**traw.
Loose
Baled..

••11

lft

Potatoes, pk
Turnips, b
Beets,

20 Onions, I
02 Sq%**b. !b
03 Carrots, lb
10 Cabbage, lb
2Ca23

Leu ace, bead
«anch

25*60

Orange*, dot

Lemon* do*
Groceries.
nice, pee *
16*25 Vinegar, gal
35 Cracked wheat,
35 Oatmeal, per *

Coflee—per a
Bio.
Mocha,
Java,
Tea—per *—
Japan,
Oolong,
Sugar— ]j

08
08
03
02

30*35
mam

20*25
05

20

Granulated,

Fair,

Busan has kindly sent us reports of their
40
16
53
A Christian Endeavor Postal.
Christmas and New' Year celebrations in
49
278
261
Bluehlll,
The following striking postal card their California home.
88
107
1
Brooklin,
was sent with a call to reorganize the Dear Aunt Madge:
152
218
24
Our Christmas was a perfect day, with cool, Brooksville,
Friends' Christian Endeavor society al
403
572
106
Bucks port,
It Is safe to say calm, sweet atmosphere, with our New EngGreensboro. N. C.
131
122
24
Castine,
that the Invitation was read by al) land|guest sitting by an open window. Atour
10
7
40
dinner-table were three natives of Massachu- Cranberry Isles,
who received It Consecrated Ingenu75
80
»
Dedham,
and one a native of Maine, this last, myself.
ity is a big asset In making a society If it were possible, the turkey we had for Deer Isle,
174
2135
46
77
23
"go.”
dinner to-day was tenderer than the one we Eastbrook,
868
312
41
Cord
Eden,
Evening of First day had Thanksgiving.
Is
28 Sept. 1109. at I'M
tally
500
557
36
We have received many presents from Old Ellsworth,
thee
lnvlt
Pres.
147
174
Franklin,
49
Santa Claus, from afar and from near at hand.
sd to
be
W. A.
178
187
49
For me, Santa Claus furnished the stockings Goulds boro,
with
Harp127
149
60
Hancock,
as well as the filling, which were very
In a
er of
acceptIsle an Hant,
7
27
able.
N. C. stats onion
Chris
111
94
22
tlan
will laetura on
1 suppose you hear the Jingle of sleigh-bells Lamoine,
56
106
En
37
Mariaville,
as you dine. We hear the rushing sound of
deav
or It Go.”
Mount Desert,
811
186
8
autos passing.
to be
after
rally
220
303
49
We hope that you and all the sisters of our Orland,
In the
which
29
40
11
Otis,
Friends’Meet
our
C. E. will column are happy on this glad day, and wish
188
800
41
Penobscot,
be
Ing House
reorganised you all “A Happy New Year*’. We are with
146
154
45
Sedgwick,
in
you
memory, and, I trust, in the spirit of
28
24
4
Sorrento,
the occasion.
The New Forward Movement
72
70
12
We cannot take snow in our hands, as of Southwest Harbor,
124
"Christian Endeavor. 191V Is the old; many years have passed since we
Stonington,
,184
could,
154
107
34
Watchword all along the line.
II but we can see it in its pure white, covering Sullivan,
164
168
46
the
of
means 10,000 new societies and 1.000,
tops
yonder mountains, including
Swan's Island,
87
74
Susan.
000 new members before the next In- “Old Baldy’s” peak.
Plantations:
ternational
at Atlantic
convention
1
7
Long Island,
Pasadena, Cal., Jan. 1,1®10.
City in 1911. Massachusetts, New Dear Aunt Madge:
No. 8,
8
6
12
York, New Hampshire, Vermont, Ohio,
14
This morning we had pouring rain; our No. 21,
18
22
2
Pennsylvania. Nebraska and Califor- streets flooded. At noon our “tournament of No. 88,
nia have already accepted their ap
Total,
5,407
5,405
Simple Remedy for LaGrlppe.
portion ment and are organising for tb«
LaGrippe coughs are dangerous, as they
campaign. In a few weeks practically frequently
Constipation causes headache, nausea, dizdevelop into pneumonia. Foley’s
every stats will be In line. The idea Honey and Tar not only stops the cough, but ziness, languor, heart palpitation. Drastic
and strengthens the lungs so that no sehas also spread to foreign lands, and heals
physics
gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and
rious results need be feared. The
genuine
a message from Japan reports tbs cam- Foley s
and Tar contains no harmful don’t cure. Doan’s Regulets act gently and
Honey
drugs and is In a yellow package. G. A. Pae- cure constipation. 26 cents. Ask your drugpaign as stutsd there.
CUSK.
gist.— 4js<.

80&»

ft
Buckwheat, pkg
it
45*65 Graham,
0«
30*65 Bje meal,
Granulated meal,* 02Jt
5K&06 Oil—per gal—
06
Tellow, C
Linseed,
65*70
12
Powdered,
06*16
Kerosene,
Molasses—per gal
35
Havana,
Porto Bleo,
50

Feb. 22 26.
Livestock in Hancock County.
The report of the State assessors shows
that there are 5,407 horses, 5,406 cows and
898 swine in Hancock county, with a total
valuation of |514,342, as against a valuation of $516,712 in 1906.
The following table shows the number
of horses, cows and swine in the cities,
towns
and
plantations of Hancock
county:

30**

Oleomargarine..
Km.
Fresh laid, per dos

| Celfry,

“While

Here’b

and

will

by
Eleanor Kit-

encored.

be Jan. 21.

The nen

3W, XOETH PIQTOBSCOT
grange met Friday evening
Mrs. Doaia
with fair attendance.
Cray
waa installed as Ores
tor the ensuing
year, and one proposal for membership
After a short recess the
waa received.

Meats and Provisions.

|

lecturer presented a good
program of
readings and the question: “Does the
cream
of
separator
to-day lighten
women's work?” Opened in the affirmative by Annie Hatch, and in the negative
by May Grindell, followed by Estelle
Leach, Fannie Hutchins, Alice Leach end

others. Tbs sentiment teemed in favor of
the separator.
_

disenssion

next

Saturday evening.
a public entertain-

%'erona grange met Saturday evening,
Jan. 8, with Master W. J. Abbott in the
chair and thirty members present, with
visitors from Aiamoosook and Harvest
Home granges, it being installation meet*
ing. Past Master Mary Clay was called to
the chair, and the follow ing officers were
installed by Past Master R. A. Whitmore
in an able manner without the ose of the
manual. He was assisted by Past Master
A. H. Whitmore and Lacy Whitmore. A
recess
was declared,
and all enjoyed a
social chat and games. Meeting being
again called to order, the master gave an
interesting report of the State grange.
Verona grange met Saturday evening
with the master in the chair and twenty
members present—a small attendance,
there being so many ill. After business a
short program was presented by Freeman
Smith, lecturer pro teas, which all enjoyed. The question: “Does the average
fanner receive the benefit be should from
his orchard?” was discussed by all. For
the good at the order the new
was
discussed. This grange has a full set.
One application for membership was received. There will be practice work at
the next meeting; all are requested to be
present.

403, W«*T EtAgWOETH.
Harvest Home grange met in regular
session Jan. IS, the master, Manuel Osjpar, presiding, with seventeen members
and one visitor from Bayside grange.
The secretary was instructed to part-base
four dozen silver knives and forks for the
grange. The recess was devoted to Singing by the grange choir. There was do
program, the lecturer being absent. The
lecturer pro tern, prepared and read the
next meeting.
program for tbe
The
question is: “What lessons have we
learned from last year's farming?" The
choir gave selections.
HARVEST HOME.

1

!
;

SKDOW1CK. 3t4.

regular met-ting ot 3edg« i< k
grange Friday evening. Jan. 7, there were
forty-two member* present, three visit,-rs
from Masaapaqoa grange, Sooth Bluebill,
At tb«

one from Brookim.
The third and
fourth degrees were conferred on two
candidates. At recess the young members
played games and a pleasant time was enjoyed by all. The lecturer did not present
a program as the time was taken
up with
the degree work.

and

SAKIAXUSIC. 324, ORLA.vn.
F. it.' A. B. Hutcuins, assisted by Fannie M. P. Wood, installed officers of Narramiasic grange. About 100 patrons and
guests were present. After the installation and supper, a good time waa enjoyed
by all.
_

Penobscot. 240.

Past Master .Bernard E. Varnuum, who
re-elected to the office for the ensuing
year, having declined the office on account
of having employment in Bangor, it became necessary to elect a master at the
regular meeting Friday evening, Jan. 11.
Roy F. leach was elected to serve. B. H.
Cushman was elected secretary, to Oil the
vacucy caused by Bro. leach’s election as
master.
The officers elect werw installed in a very
able manner by Bro. John B. Wilson,. f
Highland grange, assisted by Bro. Uillis
and 9ister Dunbar, of Halcyon grange. At
was

supper waa served to members and
visiting patrons.
The lecturer's program consisted of songs,
readings, a dialogue and sketch, after
which remarks for the good ot the order
were madef by several of the
visiting patrons. There were over 100 present, including visitors from Highland, Halcyon.
Castine, Narramiasic and Qood Will
recess a

40«45

Dairy.

Ray.

\

those who trust

prod nee,

Creamery per*......

I would be true, for there

are

Coumtrj

Batter.

j

comes to

1 was doing some cooking this
morning 1 thought 1 would call you up and
tell you what a good substitute cornstarch is
for eggs. In cake recipes allow two level
tablespoonfuls of cornstarch in place of one
egg, and in doughnuts, besides the two tablespoonfuls of cornstarch, use also one level
tablespoonful of sifted or granulated meal.
The meal prevents their soaking fat. The
cake made this way is softer than with eggs,
and will not dry up so soon.
Littih.

The quotation* below give the range of
retail price* in Ellsworth.

To close the colamn I give you these
lines sent me by an old friend to-day; they
have, 1 think, been in the column before,
bat they will bear repeating:

I
I
I
I

!

Trank

heartily

were

Highland

Meeting of Hancock
with Sedgwick grange.
—

VEBON A, 206.

ELLSWORTH MARKETS

pleased; never saw anything like it before.
Tnic was the great event which they had
looked forward to, but I was afraid this early
morning that they were booked for a disappointment. But, lo, the clouds broke away
and rain quit in season for the realization of
their hopes. I am so glad, aren't-you, auntie?

niece in Providence has kindly
clippings from one of the
dailies—the Evening Bulletin. They are
columns of queries and answers, and
timely hints, conducted by Marion Harlan d. One query was how to clean
piano
kejs. The answers it:

21

Grange voted to have
ment Jan. 29.

For 30 years Lydia K. Plnkham’s Vegetable
Compound baa been the standard remedy for
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
has thousands of cures to its credit.
■Mu Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
to write her for advice.
She has
guided thousands to health free of charge.
Address Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.

hew

purpose.

for

We will pay a handsome reward to any person who will
prove to us that these letters are not genuine and truthful
—or that either of these women were
paid in any way for
their testimonials, or that the letters are published without
their permission, or that the original letter from each did
not come to us entirely unsolicited.
What more proof can any one ask ?

me some

reason.

Good Will grange met Jan 15 with about
the average attendance. After business,
all enjoyed the program which the worthy
lecturer furnuned, especially the reading
of The Grunge Enterprise. The question:
**W*hich is the more profitable on the farm.
the man or the woman?'’ was given out

—

proving.

tredge.

GOOD WILL, 378. AVHKB0T.
Good Will grange held its regular meeting Saturday evening, Jan. 8, with a good
attendance. After recess a program waa
listened to, consisting of songs, recitations, conundrums, etc. All report s good
time.

Blood Purifier and Liver Pills she has improved so much that she feels and looks like
another girl.”— Mrs. C. Cole. Fitehville. Ohio.
I—*-——---1
Irasburg, Vermont. —“I feel it my doty to
any a few words in praise of your medicine. When I began
I
it
had
been
talcing
very sick with kidney and bladder troubles and nervous prostration. I am now taking tbe sixth bottle of Lydia E.Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and find myself
greatly improved. My friends who call to see me have noticed
a great change.**
Mrs. A. H. Sanborn, Irasburg, Vermont.

_

sent

a

Fitehville, Ohio.—“ My daughter was all run
down, suffered from pains in her side, head and
limbs, and coaid walk bat a short distance at a
time.
She came very near having nervous
prostration, had began to cough a good deal,
and seemed melancholy by spells. She tried
two doctors bat got little help.
Since taking
Lydia E. Pink-ham's Vegetable Compound,

—

is God's." "God," said Anne of Ana
trla, “does Dot pay every Saturday
night, but He paya." In spiritual joy,
in comfort, In boundlesa hopes and assurances for time and eternity, religion gives to ns the most priceless possessions possible in this life.

positive and reliable proof that

certain
of
had
cured
numerous
cases
female
wouldn’t
ills,
remedy
any sensible woman conclude that the same remedy would
also benefit her if suffering with the same trouble ?
Here are two letters which prove the efficiency of Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

versktkm tae bereaved father said. “All
the millions of the world could Dot One saw the good in every fellow-man,
And hoped the best;
comfort me today as my religion does."
The other marveled st his Master s plan.
In these two Illustrations we have sumAnd doubt contest.
med up the opinions of men concern- 1
God above and heaven below,
One,
having
the
of
religion.
leg
paying qualities
Was satisfied.
The man who estimates the value of i
in woe,
The other, discontented, lived
a
on
a
basis
is
fool
and
money
religion
And hopeless died.
The
does not know what religion is.
Selected try Aunt Ammoman who has It and can apply It to
Us heart amid the trials and bereave- Dear M. B. Friends:
ments of life is the only man who can j
More thnnlhalf^the days of January have
place a true estimate upon Its value, gone. Have many of the New Year resoand to him It Is priceless and Invalu- lutions gone with them, or are they flourable.
ishing still in the winter scenes? Do not
There are those who In deciding their j shiver when you*read that last sentence,
attitude toward religion alt down and and draw your chair a few inches nearer
ask: Will It pa?? Will it pa? In busl- to the warmth. The snow on the hillside
neas? Will it advance me socially? Will and plain, the; silver frost, the sunshine
It lead to prominence? If they conclude bringing glistening jewels into glow upon
that it will be of temporal advantage all the trees and foliage and grass blades
they profess religion, but do not pos- which but for this.coating would be a sad
sess It
If they see no temporal ad- and barron brown—these are some of the
vantage in it they reject it They con- beauties of a winter landscape. No artist
sider themselves wise and clever men. can paint such a view as moat of us can
hot such "wisdom of this world is fool- enjoy many a winter day.
ishness with God." Bat to the man
Mummer landscapes in green and blue
"hungering and thirsting after right and gold; autumn foliage in bright, warm
eousuess." whose "soul longs for God” tints, can be transferred to canvas, hut the
and whose heart craves peace with subtle charm of the glint of frost, the
God through Jenna Christ and who ob- prisms *vhich from a hundred twigs
tains these spiritual blessings, religion radiate the colors of the rainbow, the
Is bis most valuable possession. Pay? snow whicn clothes nature’s barren fields
It pays better than any other invest- with a robe of purity upon which the sun
ment be has ever made. It may cost smiles down
these are the “sunny days
a heavy price—self sacrifice, the imposof winter”, which recompense us to a
sibility of dishonestly attaining great large extent for the raw east winds, the
wealth, the loss of earthly hopes and heavy storms, the difficult roads and the
glories—yet it gives back 'nflnltely mercury searching occasionally for the
greater joys and hopes and glories than lowest place in the scale of the thermomIt cost, for, reconciled to God in eter.
Christ, "all things are his,’' whether
We hope to hear that Siater B. is better.
"® * • the world or Ilfs or death or
C. A. G. was very ill when we last heard
things present or things to come; all from
her, and we hope that she, too is imare his and be is Christ’s and Christ

Maod

sinters

The annual program of Hancock Pomona
grange is oat. The schedule of
meeting* for the year is as follows: Jan.
21, with Sedgwick grange; Feb. IS; with
Arbutus; March 15, with Brooklin; May
5, with Mascapaqua; May 31, with Floral;
Jane IS, with New Century; Sept. 2, with
Highland; Oct. 1, with Penobscot, annual
meeting; Nov. 5. with East Bluehtll; Dec.
3, with Castine. A held meeting will be
held as usual during August.

ibb.

plain;

the son! of one
By leaf or rain.

in

masic

clam stew. cake. doughnuts and
cnRw
srrved. The worthy lecturer had
fine program oI
manic, nan.
Uncy
dancing, recitation*, etc. The harmonic*
solo, accompanied by bone*, and the »,,|0
in Chinese costume, e* well ae a don
were

Hancock pomona, 13.

The other, with his head in sadness bowed.
Made night of noon.
One loved each
bird

regular meeting

installing mg,.
done la a
beaut,fal
After installation

manner.

a

North Sedgwick.

cloud

the beautiful in crimson
And shining moon;

good

Pomona grange

About their door.
saw

impressive

Tbi* column I* drroM to the Ortage. e«*
peciatfy to tb# rruoftf of Hancock county.
The column ia open to ill granger* forth*
diaccaaion of topic* of geoeraJ interen, acd
for report* of fttuiff meeting*. Make letter*
short and concise. All oomasaatcaUoa* most
be »ifa«d. bot uanes will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All o©cornu erratic ns will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

men
was

HIOHUtSl),

done,

One

riorence

The work

»hal».
and

Friday, Jan.

writer will not be printed except by perm
Commoaleatlons will be subject to approval or
npeatioa by the editor of the column, but none
wifi be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The a vesica*.
Ellsworth. Me.

Two

ciewer'i

.Among u)t tcrangrrs.

fflntnat Benefit Cotmnn.

ENDEAVOR.

Beef,*:
Steak,
Boasts,
Corned,
Tongues,

18*35
12*25
10*15
17*18

Pork,*.
Chop,
Ham. per *
Shoulder,
Bacon,

Steak,
Boasts,

25*28
12*18

Isrd,
Sausage, lb

Veal:

”—

Salt

20*25

18*25

lift 15
18*28

16
159’8
14 *20

12830
Lamb,
05
Tongues, each
Freeh Fie*.
06 Clams,’qt
God,
06 Scallops, qt
Haddock,
Halibut,
12*18 Smelts, lb
50 8hrtmpa, qt
Oysters, qt
Floor, drain and Feed.

Floor—per bbl—
Oorn.100* bag
Corn meal, bag

60
Oats, bu
Shorts—bag— 1406,1 50
Mix. feed, bag 1 50a 160
l$o Middlings, bagl 50 * 186

6 25 *7 50
1 50

Cracked corn,

150

WRIGHTS AND MEASURES.
▲ bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk** Island salt shall
weigh 70 ponnds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and lit for shipping, is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping, la 60 pounds:
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn. 56 pounds; of onions 52.
of carrots, Fngltsh turnips, rye ana 1
ponnds;
Indian meal, 60 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds; I
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats I
82 pounds, or even measure ae oy agreement.
LAW REGARDING

406, WINTER HARBOR.
Schoodic grange held a regular meeting
Jan. 6,
with about sixty members
present. New committees were chosen
and preparations made for the public
installation of the new officers on Jan. 13.
by State Master Stetson.
A
public installation of Schoodic
grange, No. 406, was held Thursday eveniug, Jan. 13, in the presence of 300 members and visitors. Officers were installed
by State Master Stetson, with Sister
Merlie and Bro. William (Juptill aa marshals, and Sisters Martha Qerrish and
Breta Haskell as escorts.
After the installation the following program was rendered: Beading, Lula Bunker; song, Minnie Sumner; recitation,
Mina Higgins; piano and violin, Breta
Haskell and Rills Staples;
song, Alice
Roberts; tambourine drill, sixteen of the
sisters. Ice-cream and cake were served
and a social hour was passed.
At the next meeting there will be work
on one candidate.
A new opening march
has been added, which is a great improvement. The meetings are well attended.
8CHOODIC,

granges.__
BOOST! Ellsworth

Pood

Fair,

Feb. 2‘2-UH.
K1TTKKY TO CAKIBOU.
James Donahue, of Rockland, ha* been
nominated commissioner ot sea and shore
fisheries by Gov. Fernald.
F. Alexander, city clerk of Eastport
past eight years, died Friday,
aged sixty-eight years.
Mayor Warren L. Whitney, a wellknown veteran of the Civil war and survivor ot the famous First Maine cavalry,
died at his home in Bangor Friday, aged
W.

for

the

seventy-live.
While responding to a call for his serHALCYON, 345, NORTH BLUKH1LL.
vices as constable Uunday evening, John
held
its
grange
Halcyon
regular meeting R. Pollard, aged sixty-five, of Winslow,
Saturday, Jan. 8, with about 150 patrons was stricken with heart disease and died
visitors
from Penob- in a short time at the home
present, including
of a relative.
The officers were installed in
by Past Master Roy Leach
of Penobscot grange. The lecturer presented a short program of dialogues,
scot
an

grange.

able

manner

music and recitations.

MASSAPAQCA, 477, SOUTH BLCEHILL.

Massapaqua grange held its regular
meeting Jan. 13, for the insUllstion of officers, which was done in en able manner
by Bro. John Wood, of East Bloehill
grange, asaisted by Bister Emogene Bickford and Bro. B. E. Sylvester, jr., of Masgrange. At the close of the installation the patrons
presented Bro.
Wood with a fountain pen and Bro. B. E.
Sylvester with a past master’s badge.
Thefce were visitors from Sedgwick and
East Bloehill granges. A fine snpper was
served in the dining-hall to about sixtyfive patrons. The lecturer presented a fine
porogram.
se puqua

_

He

veteran of the Civil war and
served as constable, game warden,
deputy sheriff and State detective many
years, being one ot the beat-known officers
in central Maine.
was a

had

George, the four-year-old grandson of
extremely pious and devout grandfather, came rushing into the house a few
days ago in a state of wild excitement.
“Grandpa! Grandpa!” he called, “Mr.
an

Borton’s
home.”

cow

is

dead!

God

called

Once a boy thought he would braid a
mule’s tail. Later, when his father was
trying to straighten up his features so
that his mother wouldn’t have to get ac*
quainted with him all over again, he
asked: “Father, will I ever be beautiful
any more?” “No, my child,” said the
father, as he delicately pried the bridge of
the lad's nose into something like its
its old-time form; “no, my child, you will
never be beautiful, but you know a

VIEW, 4S4, WEST EDEN.
Mountain View grange held its regular
meeting Friday evening, Jan. 7, with
about 125 patrons present. After business danged sight more.”
A minister frequently sway from home came the inatallation of officers. The
was in the habit of getting some one to
worthy master declared an open session,
Stfuttisniuntt.
stay with his wife and small daughter in and the installation was public. The
his absence. Onoe, however, he went so officers were installed by sister Lons Rich,
SnTt* Not “Foot” with a bad
unexpectedly and hurriedly that he had of Bay View grange, with Assistant
Momach—take the remedy that
no time to make such provision for them.
Steward Cheater M. Rich and L. A.
will ttmgthen digestion, reThe wife was very brave until night came,
atore appetite and make li*Pneumonia Follows a Cold
when her courage began to fail. After
ing seem worth while.
but
never follows the use of Foley’s
reasonable
excuse
and
for
exhausting every
Honey
Tar, which slope the cough, heals the
staying up, she put the child to bed with and expele the cold from your ayatem. lungs
U. A.
the injunction to pray especially for God's
father’s
absence. “Yes,
protection during
A TRAVELLING SALESMAN
mother, we will do that- to-night,” said
H. F. Beers, S17-7th Ave.. Peoria, 111., writes:
the little girl, “but the next time we will
“I have been troubled for sometime with kidmake better arrangements.”
ney trouble, so aeverely at timea I could
Mr
iftiathahtd XSSI
my grips.
After using one
•e*'**1*
Mur be trusted. Ends Stomach
bottle of Poley s Kidney Pills I have been entroubles; relieves bUfcmsaess.
constipation, headache and nervtirely relieved, aud cheerfully recommend
trr. Daniels’ Horse Renovator—ior
saws.
Expels worms. Good Cor
them to all." Foley’s Kidney Fills are healyour horse—Makes Blood—gives vim,
and
ing
antiseptic and will retore health and
strength. G. A. Paucbku.
strength and health.
MOUNTAIN

her

TRUE9

ELIXIR
'wSts’Kir*sarfsr

Jerked the tack from the terrified boy's
shoulder.

CAPTURED AS
SPIES

Plunging

his arm Into the sack, he
drew out the United States flag.
At
sight of this the corporal shouted,
“Spies—traitors!" and danced about

wildly.

turns IUW CASE
By DAVID WATER8.
•Copyright, U10, by American Praaa

Asso-

It was useless for us to try to explain to the Infuriated man, and, to
tell the truth, we were too badly
frightened to give a good account of
ourselves.
“I’m going to carry you to General
Beauregard's headquarters,” the corporal said, “and you’ll be shot as

ciation.]
"Here Is a letter from a client of
ears, a Mme. Dubois," said the bead
tha
of the firm, "asking os to send a man
to her at L. about litigation as to
CixJil War.
real estate she is interested in. Talcs
the afternoon train. She’ll meet yon.”
By THOMAS GRISWOLD.
It was Saturday, and I feared to get
caught in a country town over Sunspies."
Copyright, Urn, by Amor lean Fran
Association.
We believed him. It was not, there- day, but I was not accustomed to make
fore, with very good spirits that we suggestions to my chief and did not
!
-Batter’s coming! Railroad track’s started on our march to General Beau- dare propose a delay. I arrived at L.
before the dinner hour, and. passregard’s
just
headquarters.
and
the
all torn ap
telegraph wires
We wished to throw our sacks away, ing out of the station, I saw a lady
You boys had better get right
cat!
but our captors would not allow It, so about twenty-five years old sitting
back to Petersburg. I’m going there we plodded along, our loads on our alone in a buggy and keeping her eyes
(
backs and the corporal constantly on the throng of arrivals. It occurred
to give the alarm.”
j
A dust covered farmer mounted on threatening to thrash us for our slow- to me that she might have come to
ness.
meet me. and I stopped before her.
• foaming horse, who bad come tearThe moment her gaze was fixed on me
we turned out of the turnpike into a
ing down the Richmond turnpike,
shouted this startling news to two crossroad. I ventured to ask how far a sudden look of joyful wonder came
barefooted newsboys who were resting Oeneral Beauregard's headquarters into her eyea
“Are you Mme. Dubois T” I asked.
In the shade on the side of the turn- were and received a cuff on the side of
"I am.”
pike, a few yards from the point where the head from the corporal. I asked
"And I am Edmond Boyer, with
It crossed the Richmond and Peters- the other soMier if he would not carry
my sack behiud him on his horse’s Twining A Twining, attorneys.”
burg railroad.
"Ah, c’est vous (it is you) I have
The time was In the early days of back a tittle way. I believe he would
the siege of Petersburg, when General have done so if the corpora] bad not been expecting.”
I got into the buggy with her, and
Benjamin F. Butler was operating on forbidden it.
Just as we reached the top of a long she drove me to her home. As soon
the James river.
The older of these two newsboys hill and I was about to drop from fa- as we alighted she began to stare at
tigue I saw that we were near our me. Then she said to me in broken
1 will call him Jack. I
was fifteen.
Journey's end. In front of us was a French:
was the younger one and was eleven
“Pardon. You are the image of my
large building which before the days
years old.
When I saw you at
We discussed the question whether of railroads had been a roadside inn. late husband.
Two guards slowly marched back and the station I thought for a moment
we should go home or go on toward
he arisen from the dead.
Richmond and endeavor to get a forth before the tumbledown steps yon were
Ton bear c French name, I see. Sou
glimpse of General Butler, whom Con- that led to the porch, which extended
be of French extraction.”
federate boys at that time regarded across the front of the house and must
which was now crowded with sol“My father came to America from
as a sort of monster.
before I was born.”
vWe started at a brisk walk along diers, apparently couriers and order- Dijon
"From Dijon! My husband’s family
the railroad, with our unsold stock lies.
As we reached the porch the soldiers live there. I came from Paris a few
of Richmond papers under our arms.
I am here to secure
months ago.
As we turned a curve near the Swift began to rally the corporal upon his
He made no reply, some property that was owned by my
creek bridge we saw, about a mile be- “baby prisoners."
but stalked pompously through the uncle, who came here years ago.”
yond, a sight that greatly excited us.
Mme. Dubois showed me her busThe air was full of black smoke, open door after instructing his comband’s likeness, and my resemblance
to hold us.
through which we saw an occasional panion
This was a useless instruction. We to him was astonishing. It was eviflash of flames.
Presently we came
dent that he and I bad sprung from
close enough to discover that the source needsd no holding except as we were
the same stock. His widow must have
of the flames was a great pile of tele- receiving from the floor of the porch,
loved him very dearly, for she could
upon which we had fallen completely
graph poles and railroad ties.
not disguise her feelings at meeting
"Butler’s men did that," said Jack. exhausted and where we remained unone who resembled him. and she treat<rWe’U have to be mighty cautious. til the corporal came out to summon
ed me as though I were he who had
us to the presence of General BeaureLet’s get Into the ditch along the track
returned to her.
gard.
and keep a sharp lookout”
My feelings at this treatment were
“Bring the sacks," yelled the corpoJust beyond a slight rise of the
singular. While it was pleasant to
ral as we started in without them.
the
house
was
a
north
of
Unground
I am certain that no murderers ever be coddled by a pretty woman, my
The smoke lazily
ion encampment.
amour propre was ruffled at being the
went to receive sentence of death with
rose from a hundred campfires, and
recipient of especial attentions as the
the white tents gleamed In the bright weaker knees than we had as we were
pushed into the presence of General representation of another—a dead man.
sunshine In a manner that was almost
At one moment 1 would experience a
Beauregard.
painful to the eyes.
delicious gladness, at the next would
I had my eyes shut, but opened
us
that
dawned
It
upon
Gradually
them when I heard a low, kindly voice knit my brows at the thought that- I
the camp had been suddenly abandonsaying, “Well, my boys, what is the was being worshiped as a wooden idol.
ed—so suddenly, Indeed, that the dinThen when Mme. Dubois saw that I
trouble?”
ners were left cooking on the fires,
was troubled she would give me a
I saw seated at a little pine table a
and all sorts of camp utensils and prolook from her big black liquid
visions were scattered promiscuously
dapper little man In a gray uniform, piteous
and 1 was in heaven again.
eyes,
and
and
small
mustache
with
Imperial
around.
My widow spoke but little English
He was
We made straight for the big tent kind looking brown eyes.
and I not a word of French. The conbeand
Into
was
eyes,
my
of
which
smiling
straight
the flag
flying.
to front
sequence was that we fell Into panJack lowered the flag. With a beating fore I knew what I was doing I was
and pantomime Is often more
tomlme,
that
our
and
It
1
found
too,
thinking
smiling,
heart 1 entered the tent
than words.
Indeed, love
expressive
man
In
hands
of
a
the
were
safe
lives
and
littered with tom papers
maps.
can be better indicated by one look
that.
smile
like
who
could
In one comer was a camp chest upon
I soon
than by a dozen languages.
Behiud the general several men were
which were painted the words, "Genanother and
eral B. F. Butler, TJ. S. A."
busily engaged In writing, and scat- got used to representing
that any omission of a disIn a tent In the rear of General But- tered around the room were officers discovered
affection for the dead had a
ler’s, which was probably used as a whom I took to be members of the play of
harrowing effect on the living.
kitchen, we found a stock of provi- staff.
Of course 1 did not get a propel
sions that set us wild with delight.
Every one was smiling In the pleasknowledge of the business Mme. Du
We had little to eat at home and now antest way. In fact, the only 111 nabols wished to intrust to the firm ol
had been for several hours without turetl man In the room was the corTwining & Twining before the Iasi
food.
poral who had brought us In.
She
A pot of coffee steamed on the fire
“Well, well,” the general repeated, train had left Saturday night
declined to take the matter up on
In front of the tent. On the shelves In- “what Is the trouble?”
side was n boiled ham, and about It
Sunday. She was very methodical.
Tho corporal began to answer, but
lay a variety of canned meats and the general said: “I have had your Her first inqufry was what would be
the amount charged for legal services
fruits, while a chest was found to con- story. Now 1 want the boys’ side."
I had been instructed to ask for a
tain a quantity of freshly baked bread.
Jack was much encouraged. He step"Oh," said Jack, "If we only had a ped forward and told a straightfor- retaining fee of $00, but declined tc
Next she
name any future amount.
wagon we might carry home a lot of ward story of the way In which we
these things.”
gave me an account of how the prop
had been arrested and of the cor"Well,” said I, “the next best thing poral's brutal treatment of us.
erty bad been acquired and lastly a
is to tote borne as much as we can on
statement of claims made upon it by
as he
“Shameful!” said the

_/t Story of

backs.
What are we going to
taker
“I reckon," said Jack, “that the folks
at home would like tea and coffee best.
They are scarcest.”
We decided to load ourselves down
with those two articles. We found
some empty sacks and divided the
contents of the sack of green coffee in
General Butler's kitchen tent Into two
parts of thirty or forty pounds each.
Then into two other sacks we poured a
chest of Oolong tea. These were tied
up and put Inside the sacks containing
coffee, and Jack also stuffed Into his
sack the flag in front of the general’s
tent, which he had taken down when
he first entered the camp.
He suggested that I give him a part
of my coffee In order to lighten the
load, and at first 1 was Inclined to do
so, but when 1 thought how the people
at home after many months’ use of
chicory, parched corn, roasted sweet
potato parings and other poor substitutes for coffee would enjoy the genuine article I made up my mind that I
would carry home the contents of the
■ack if 1 had to drag It over the entire five miles.
We bad been so much excited with
our discoveries that we had not noticed that the sun was very low. It
would be dark before we could reach
home.
We gased longingly at what
we were leaving behind and started
our

homeward.

We took the turnpike with the hope
of getting a lift In some
passing vehicle. As we trudged along we saw
two Confederate cavalrymen riding toward us. In our fear lest they should
rob us of our precious possessions we
alouched along as near the woods aa
we could get, hoping they would
pass

without noticing us.
Vain hope!
“Halt!” we beard one
of them shout Just as they were
abreast of us. One of them, who was
a corporal, dismounted.
He was a cruel looking fellow, and
we soon discovered that his looks did
not belle him. Walking up to Jack,
he gruffly asked, “What have
you got
there 7“ and at the same time rouablv

general
corporal with angry
eyes. Then, turning to Jack again, be
said kindly, “Now tell me where you
got the tlag aud other things.”
looked

at

the

“We got them from General Butler's
abandoned camp on Shippen's farm,”
said Jack promptly.
“What! Are you telling the truth?”
excitedly asked the general as he
Jumped up and walked around to
where we were standing. At the same
time the room wus filled with the
sound of rattling swords as the officers

approached.
“Yes, sir, I

telling the truth,”
Jack answered proudly, looking the
general straight In the eyes. Continuing, he told the whole story from beginning to end, not forgetting the dinam

bad eaten In General Butler’s
kitchen tent.
General Beauregard held a whispered consultation with the officers present, and they soon hurried out. Turning to the corporal, the general said:
“In view of the Important information
these boys have given me I forgive
your foolish arrest and brutal treatment of them. You may go.”
The corporal went out, crestfallen.
By this time It had grown quite dark,
and the military clerks were writing
by the light of tallow candles. General Beauregard turned to one of them
and gave Instructions In a low tone.
We sat down on a bench at the dark
side of the room, apparently forgotten.
Presently the general walked over
to where we were sitting and, placing
his hand on my head, said, “I suppose
you boys are anxious to get home?”
“Yes, sir,” we answered, both at
ner we

once.

“Well, I will send you home to my
Meantime
ambulance.
accept my
thanks for the Important Information
you have brought me.”
We drove home, the happiest boys
In the world, in General Beauregard's
private ambulance, with our precious
sacks behind us. What a welcome we
found at home and how our old government Java and Oolong were appreciated!

builders and others.
1 bad been looking into the case ol
Mme. Dubois three days when I received a note from my employer asking when 1 would return. 1 replied
that, since our client spoke very little
English, much time must be spent in
getting the facts. Two days later 1
received a peremptory order to return
at once.
l was standing in tne nau mailing
Mine. Dubois good by when she said
to me:
“Ze retaining l'argent? Must I pay
now?"
"My firm usually collects that before
taking a case."
“Comblen—how much did you say It
was?’
1 had forgotten that I bad given her
an amount and replied that it would
be $100.
“Cent dollar!” she exclaimed, surprised. “You are dearer to me than
when we were first engaged."
In love effects are as likely to be
produced by blunders as by properly
expressed ideas. Lovers may be separated or united by mistaking the meaning of a word. I knew full well the
widow meant that my charge was
greater than when I had first named
It, but 1 refused to put any such interpretation upon her statement Clasping her In my arms, I cried:
“And you are dearer to me than my
life!”
It mattered not to her that I had apparently mistaken her meaning, and It
mattered not to me that 1 was to stand
not for myself, but In the place made
vacant by her late husband. She yielded to my caresses, and before leaving
for the train I was "engaged" not as
an attorney, but as a lover.
“Mr. Boyer," said my chief sternly
when I next stood In his office, “yon
have been away an Interminable while.
We have needed you greatly."
“I am—1 mean we are engaged," I
stammered.
“Big case?”
“Immense. I’m going into it heart
and souL"

COUNTY NEWS.

SMKitiMmtnta,

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Bronchial co’ds are prevalent
here,
whole families being confined to their
homes.
Mrs. Edwin

Lord

Recommends

little son, of
Brewer, are visiting Wilbur Reed and
wife. Mr. Lord is employed in the lumand

Yftfci

bering regions.
Miss Marie Sawyer is spending a few
with relatives at Seal Cove. Miss
Helen Sawyer is still at West Paris, much
improved in health.

For Weak, Run-Down

weeks

After a little longer delay than had been
calculated, Postmaster J. A. Freeman
moved into his new building Friday, and
finds

comfortable,

headquarters.
Congratulations

neat and convenient

the birth of a son at
the Methodist parsonage have been tendered the pastor and bis wife, Rev. O. G.
and Mrs. Barnard, who name the new
comer, now more than a week old, Stephen
on

Hopkins.
Miss Myra Wilson has been critically
ill for two weeks past, and as Mrs. Jane
Hamblen, who was oaring for her, was
called to the assistance of her daughter, Mrs. Georgia Qllley, who was
seriously ill, a trained nurse, Miss Griffith,
was summoned to take her
place.
Mrs. Hannah Moulden returned from
Portland last week, having had a tumor
removed from her wrist at the Maine
general hospital. After the successful
healing of the wound, Mrs. Moulden
made pleasant visits to relatives, staying
a week or more with a
nephew, Mr.
Dority, and visiting a niece, Mrs. Clark,
in the city, and later another niece at Cliff
Island.

Wedding cards announcing the marriage of Dr. Charles E. Cook, of South
Berwick, and Miss Wills Beatrice Hatfield of Portland, have been received by
friends here, who offer hearty congratulations to the happy pair. The wedding
took place at the home of the bride on
Wednesday, Jan. 12. The young people
will reside in South Berwick, where Dr.
Cook has a lucrative practice.
Jan. 17.
Spkay.

—ana tne results were most
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Vinol contains the two most world-famed tonics—the medicinal,
Oil and Tonic

strengthening, body-building elements of Cod Liver
Iron. Vinol contain^ no oil, and is by far the

We return your money without
if Vinol does not accomplish all we claim for it.

GEO. A.

Fair,

Feb. 22-20.

PARCHER, Druggist, Ellsworth.

Don’t Fool with

YOU

can

99-year-old remedy.
It also affords quick relief from
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Cramps,
etc., when taken internally.
Inflammation, sprains, burns,
bruises,

and

cuts

etc.,

should

always be bathed with

JOHNSON'S)
B02E™ LINIMENT
25c and 50c

a

I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

HAYS HAIR HEALTH
NEVER

FAILSTO

RESTORE GRAY HAIR

JVIiss Mildred Frazier has returned to
Bar Harbor after a vacation of three weeks.
The vacant house at Shipyard point,
owned by Seth Crabtree, is soon to be
rented.
DeBeck installed officers of
Foresters court, Bar Harbor, Monday
Dr. S. S.

evening.
Ralph Worcester, who has been home
from Seal Harbor a few days, has re-

"Silver Tlate
that
mm
7 Wears”
¥

silverware inchoose forks, I
and
fancy serv-1
spoons
ing pieces stamped with |
the renowned trademark

yl

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
ELLSWORTH

In quality and beauty
of design, this wellknown silver is unsurpassed. Its remarkable durability has
won it the popular
title “Silver Plate
that Wears.”
Bold by leading

FALLS. ME

CAN'T SUPPLY OUR DEMAND
OCR

Jan. 17.

B,

CUSTOMERS WANT YOUR

APPLES, VEALS, EQGS and

dealers everywhere. Send for

PRODUCE.

FARM

catalogue* C-L”
showing all
designs.

HYDE, WHEELER CO.
41 North Market

M1TAMMU CO.,
(International Silvtr Co,,
can

party of eight, boarded

lighted with the hostess’ hospitality.

on!

—

William Tell

ROGERS BROS.i.™

Oliver McNeil and wife and Mrs. McNeil’s sister, Mrs. Morgan, are ill. Mr.
McNeil and
MrB. Morgan have heart
trouble and Mrs. McNeil, muscular rheumatism.
a

Ask your dealer and Insist

having

w

public installation of Foresters
Saturday evening was largely attended.
The occasion was one of enjoyment to the
court and its guests. Supper was served.

You will not only protect yourself
against advances in price due to
“wheat corners” and crop conditions,
but you wi*2 always be sure ol the

Note how much cleaner William
Tell is than other flours—due to the
costly equipment of the Ansted &
Burk Company’s mills for protecting
the grain and flour in grinding.

variably

a

You will find It real economy
tq buy the famous William Tell
Flour by the barrel.

—

Those who seek peifec-1

The

the train for Ellsworth Wednesday and
dined at the American house. Mrs. Cunningham served dinner in a private dining-room, the table being decorated with
bouquet of carnations and smilax which
linked the place cards. All were de-

of This Flour

the whitest
finest grained bread
bread—the ligh.est biscuit—the most
delicious pastry that can be baked.

tion in

week.

The X. E. C.,

a

FREE

Cut this adv. out and mail with your
name and address, and io cents to
PHILO HAY SPECIALTIES CO.
3oClinton St.,Newark, N. J..U.8 A.

turned.

Thomas Macomber, who has a lame
hand, fractured a bone by falling in the
basement of the School building.
Mrs. H. P. Blaisdell, Mrs. Lottie Gay
and Miss Freda Bragdon, who have been
quite ill with mumps, are improving.
Mrs. E. F. Bartlett, of Eastbrook, was
in town Monday.
Miss Charlotte Maeomber returned with her as guest for the

Buy a Barrel

TO ITS NATURAL
Satisfy Yonrulf by Sending Now for

Miss Gertrude Bragdon is confined to
the house with a badly scalded foot.

best of all laxatives.
Sure relief from Constipation. Biliousness, etc.
are

SAMPLE BOTTLE

Mrs. Elsie Keniston Koyce, of Augusta,
visiting relatives and friends here.

Parsons* Pills

battle.

COLOR and BEAUTY.

FRANKLIN.
is

Grippe

check Grippe, Bronchitis, Tonsilitis and many
other similar troubles if you
take Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
Internally. As soon as your eyes
water and your head and bones
ache, you know you’re in for Grippe.
That’s tlie time to use this famous

Joseph Norwood, who has been ill, is
again.
Marie Sawyer has been visiting her
grandmother at Seal Cove.

BOOST! Ellsworth Food

BestSfaengthening
question

Tonic obtainable.

out

Mrs. Walter Stanley, who has been in
Portland the past three months for medical treatment, has returned home.
Rowena Rebekab lodge held itB installation Saturday evening.
Mrs. Georgia
Tracy, of Northeast Harbor, D. D., assisted by Mrs. Linnie Wilson as marshal,
installed the following officers:
Carmeletta Freeman, N. G.; Alma Spurling,
V. G.; Linda Tracy, R. S.; Margaret
Trundy, F. S.; Lizzie Holmes, treasurer;
Ida Richardson, R. S. N. G.; Carrie Spurling, L. 8. N. G.; Frances Fernald, R. S. V.
G.; Bertha King, L. S. V. G.; Rebecca Gilley, warden; Jessie Lawton, conductress;
Cora Haynes, I. G.; S. Ward Newman,
O. G.; Edith Gilley, chaplain.
Jan. 17.
Spec.

gratifying.

After taking two bottles I regained my strength, and am
now feeling unusually well.”
HENRY CUNNINGHAM.
Elder Baptist Church, Kinston, N.C.

_

Wilbur Lurvey and wife, of Boston, are
with Mr. Lurvey's aunt, Mrs. M. C.
Trundy, at Hotel Holmes.

People.

I was rim down and weak from
indigestion and general debility, also
suffered from -vertigo. I saw a cod
liver preparation called Vinol advertised and decided to give it a trial,
“

St., Boston, Mass.,

get top market prices and will make
prompt returns.

Market reporid, lags, shipping certificates,
stencils, et<?., furnished free.

WINDSOR HOTEL

STRICTLY

COMMISSION.

W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
European, fl.M per dap end up
American, li st per day and up.

AMHERST.
S. S. Goodwin
week.

was

PATENTS

in Eddington this

S. E. Nickerson, Ervin Sumner and Levi
Bragg got a bear last week.

PROCURED AND DEFENDED. Send mod* I
drawing orphoCo. for expert uearcn and free report. I
Free advice, how to obtain patents, trade marks, I
copyright* ««, ,N *LL COUNTRIES.
1
Business direct-with Washington saves time, I
money and often the patent.

George Foster, ot Bangor, a former resident of this place, is visiting here.
George W. Rodick, jr., who has been
working in Bar Harbor for two months,
is home.

Odd Fellow,, will hold their annual
installation of officers in the town ball
Jan. 29.
Adalbert Fletcher has been called to
Veazie by the illness of his son
Walter,
who has typhoid fever.
The cottage meeting was held at Mrs. F.
W. Giles’ last week. It will be held at
Peter Sumner’s this week.
The ladies’ aid society was entertained
by Mrs. Frank Dunham last Thursday,
with twenty in attendance.
Jan. 17.
O.

Patent and
Write

Midway between Broad Street
Station and Reading Terminal
Filbert Street

on
The only moderate priced hotel of
reputation and congeqnenee in

%

PHILADELPHIA

Practice Exclusively.
Infriafemeet
to
at

or come

us

BU Hath Street,

opp.

TfetUd

Btates Pitat

_WASHINGTON,

(hftee.l

O. C.

GASNOW
CAMDEN WOOLENS

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and care for those who
may need assistance daring the next five
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my acconut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Drummby

HAVING

T**"’

Ladies’ and Gents’ Suitings
sold direct from the mills out-

put.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

Agents Wasted in Every laws to Sad tktu Goads
F. A. Packard,
Mgr. Retail Dept.
Box 35, Camden, Me.

$tjr ^Usujorth American.
k

LOCAL AJ»'I> political

joursal

mm

AfTEESOOS

iVIIY WE DM..-DAY
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAISE.
r

H ISCOCR
r.

W.

rai

CXJCVTY PUBLI5HI>« CO.

Kollisa. Editor and MABAAer.

W. B- Titt-*, AModate Editor.
Price—ESA# A tmx. #1A& for
oeno tor three month*; lt,rald
*1 5*. 75 And * Sect*
AU Arreepeetlrely Single eoplc* 5 centA.
At the rale ot S3 per
reckoned
rearage* *re
•>
montn*. 56

MM***

lertotK U kOnmtre.

will be
AdrertOirg Bier Are remeoiiAble ABd
udt knows on AppDraUon.

BoetneeecomusicnlloB* ebonld be Addressed
to, And All cbeck* And money order* made pay.
Able to Tn Hasooca Cocktt Ptblubiso
Co E!:* worth. Maine.
This week’s

edition

of The

American in 2.400 copies.
Average for the

rear

of 1909,

2,395

Fair,

[be court,

|

The contention

arose over an

interpreta-

M*me

| Nearly

statute

of

many

years ago.
salaries for

all these

stitaenctes.

adjustment of postmasters'
Another Farmers’ Institute.
to 1874 was
The direct practical results which the period from 1S64
followed the holding of the farmers'
institute in Ellsworth last spring, with
potato-raising as the principal topic,
have already been referred to in these

delegation

Senate

in

House.

and

Sun Cooking.
Son cooktop—masting and boiiing by
instead of by coal or can—has
made in ! servioe, will have rtloenc* in fashioning sunlight
which Congress is to boon going on for 300 years. There are
| the early '80s. after there had been a long ; some of tin measure*now
and tbe day of son stores that roast a sirloin or boll
and fierce wrangle as to whether the ad- dispose of between
It all goes to demonstrate a soup to perfection. They are only
a
law
of
adjournment.
the
terms
be
should
by
justment
A sun
still have the knack of used, however, by scientists.
enacted in 1854 or by one enacted in 1364. that Mi De mes
ahead asd of making an impression store consists mainly of a mirror—a
getting
W.
Gresham,
Postmaster-General
Q.
|
that govern the nation.
spherical mirror—on a Joint. There Is
through his chief clerk, issued an infcer- upon tbe forest
also a reflector. The place for pot or
i preUtioxt in 1883 that the adjustment
so situated that the mirror's
! should be by the terms of the law of 1854, BOOST! Ellsworth Foosl Fair, plate is
rays can be focused on it accurately.
i but this was set aside by an opinion from
Feb. 22-20.
A German. Baron Teberbausen. was
i the then attorney-general, W. H. Brewsthe first sun cook. He began in 1087 to
! ter. The attorney-generalrs opinion was
boll water, and In IdSS be had very
afterward approved by an act of Congress
On* a* Application* Form*.
success in boiling eggs Sir John
which prohibited the auditing of the
Census Supervisor Elmer P. Spofford. good
Herscbel and Buffon are other famous
other claims.
ofUDeer .ska, has received a supply of
names associated with sun cooking.
» no ut—
seonor raaie » as one oi
blank a?plications for persons applying
In California rarious sun cooks hare
j nonneed the persistence with which the for positions as census enumerators.
water in twenty
i old claims have been pressed.
Letters These will be forwarded to his list of boiied a gallon of
minutes, roasted meat In two hours
| were read in the Senate showing that in applicants as soon as possible.
and poached eggs In fifteen minutes,
some instances small sums had been colTbe applications, properly filled out,
as the ordinary fire
lected from these old postmasters or their mw; be returned to the supervisor not quite as good time
heirs or assigns to pay the expenses of later than January 31, tbe census direc- makes.
An odd thing about meat roasted by
protecting their rights before the post- tor having extended the time for filing
an unpleasant
office department, and also to show that from January 25, which was ths date first sun rays is that It has
f-_ste
This is avoided by the insertion
contracts have been made with the claimset for
closing tbe consideration of
of a plate of yellow glass between the
ants by which a fee of twenty per cent, or applications.
occur
Tbe
“test” will
meat and mirror. In all solar stores
more should be paid for the collections.
February 5.
the sheet of yellow glass figures.—LonEllsworth has *be largest of any of these
Indorsements of each appli^nt must be
don Tit-Bits.
old claims from Hancock county. In 1863
a

An

me*

from

especially

Marne

those of

oon-

veteran

I

columns.
So successful was that meeting that
at its annual meeting last week the
board of trade took initial steps to
have another meeting next March, at
which ‘-orcharding’’ shall be the prinNo date has yet been set,
but unofficial word has been received
from Commissioner Gilman to the effeet that he will oe glad to arrange for
such a meeting, and that State Ento-

cipal topic.

to

^though

Clttr’c sfluij th® 1SI®ciii.
some rear®
An incident .bat «■ curred
of the Briliab
1*0 during a se»i<>n
an
arousing ii
parliament furatef*d
of ****** *°
lustration of tbc P°wer
about resdts that eober argu-

!

tion of

make the

be seventy-

when
Post- seeen year* old Feb. 11 —an age
Old Claims of Hancock County
moet successful men are content to relinMen.
masters—Maine
sal
itush their iabors—he is a» alert mentally
WAhHEBCttOar, D. CM Jan.17 Spec
intellectually as ever. And while be is bring
and
represtrongly
Hancock county is pretty
:o accomplish.
in judgment upon enactments for ment often fail*
oiG
sitting
of
desented in that batch
postmaster?
Tbere bad. been tomxit'oed a bill
and regulation ol trosta
restriction
the
the
for
pen«*cl
claims for excess of salary
to wild aoi
still other Maim men signed to prevent cruelty
and
tfc*
corporations,
has
agitated
from 1864 to 1874 which
1
It was opposed
are
art having a word about tbe framing of mass in captivity.
Senate tremendously of late, fbert
that, if passed, it
*ou';d
laws.
such
ground
more
still
charjibe
that
of
t wenty-nine separate claims
of endanger certain kinds of 1 jgitlmate
Stevens,
Frederick
different
Representative
acter from the county for twenty
St. Paul, a former Bangor man, it one of tport.
postmasters, out of about 500 separate
Woea the Eari of llmberiey arose
tbe most nfioential members of tbe House
claims for the entire State of Maine.
!
of this
interstate commerce committee, which ia be gravely admitted the force
As was explained during the Senate deover \he Prewidenfa bills lor lrgusient
bate. Congress once specifically prohibited deliberating
railroads. He is very
“There can be no doubt," said be.
the payment of these claims, on the further regulating
with the railroad problems of tbe “that the bill would put an end to fishground that the poetoffioe department had familiar
ing with worms aa bait It is a bill to
great trunk lines of tbe West.
once fully satisfied all the legal claims for
I prevent cruelty to wild animals in
compensation which the postmasters had
The schedule state* that
A very important waterways appropria- ! captivity
against the government. Harry Spalding,
tion bill is to be formulated this winter. the word ‘animal’ shall be held to inof a Washington law firm, which has been
It will cover some of President Taft's ad- dude reptile. A worm may be held to
keeping these claims alive for years, reA worm impaled on a
be a reptile.
vanced ideas about improving tbe navigacently drew a set of resolutions, directing
waters of the United State*. Beyer- book must certainly be held to be in
that the sixth auditor reaudit those claims ble
D. 8. Alexander, of New York. captivity: therefore the sngier wbo
and forward a report thereon to the [ eeDtative
hails from Ric hmond ( Mamet, ia bow uses a live worm for bait would be
Senate. One of the resolutions, that tor who
that bill which will guilty of cruelty to an animal in capMassachusetts, passed through an inad- engaged in drawing
be made public late this month or during tivity."
vertence, although Senator Lodge has j
The laugh that followed at the exFebruary. The Davy appropriation bill
since announced his readiness to withI
its final shape by another pense of those against the bill robbed
draw it. The Senate committee on post- will be given
Senator GeorgeC. Perkins, of the opposition of whatever force it bad
offices is to make a report on the claims Maine man.
and carried the measure to a sue
uia, once of Rennebankport.
within a few days, and without doubt will ! Gslif
with- cessful issue —Cincinnati Commercial
extended
might be
Tbe list
state that they have do standing in law or
to tbe setivities of tbe Tribune.
out coming

equity.

Feb. 22-20.

mologist Hitchings will
cipal address.
In a private letter

toe bead ol

|

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 19. 1910.
BOOST! Ellsworth Food

as

be *tll

;»per. cob;;now hit done*

FROM WASH!> CiTON.

prin-

the editor

Commissioner Gilman says: “We shall
be pleased to discuss this subject [orcharding. with your people, and hope
we shall be able to instruct and enthuse them along the line of better
for Maine.’’
Mr. Hitchings writes: “The recollection of the meeting at North Ellsworth is still vivid in my mind, but I
would go through a similar experience

apples

representative citizens
community in which the applicant
account of his services as postmaster of
On* Sided Gambling.
resides. They must be at least twentythat town from 1864 to 1866, for which be
“One need only to try hts look at any
one years of age and acquainted with the
wag paid $2,900.
Two years later, in 1885,
of the Riviera gambling palaces to
applicant not less than one year. IndorseDavid McFarland preferred a claim for a ments will not be
learn bow slender are the chances to
accepted from any persecured from two

L.

again if I could be of any service to
that section. * * * I shall be more
than pleased to be present at your
proposed meeting in March.”

D. Jordan preferred

a

claim for

$300

on

of the

wId at roulette,” says a German correson who is in any way related to an apthe period of 1872-74, during which the
from Ostcnd. “But
plicant. The indorsement certifies that spondent writing
government paid him $2,800 for serving as the
“i* a thoroughly trustworthy i if be would experience tbe gambler's
applicant
Ellsworth s postmaster.
at its best let him come
and honest person, of good habits, and, in disadvantage
Cornelias Wasgatt, as postmaster at
According to Mr, Wilson, secretary
to Ostend and Join tbe baccarat playmy opinion, is fully capable of dischargof agriculture, the crying need of the Swan's Island, has the largest namber of
ers
The game as it Is played gives
ing tbe dnties of a census enumerator, if ;
United States is more farmers. In these claims of any one from Hancock
tbe man who places his money against
appointed”.
tbe bank no chance whatever, and if It
the near future Mr. Wilson will begin county. Many postmasters failed to file apwere known bow much kioney is saca thorough investigation to determine plications within the time specked for the
Incentive for Orchardlsts.
under
the
law of 1861, and
In order to enhance the interest among rificed in a season in the endeavor to
the causes underlying the increased adjustment
therefore were barred from any considerathe farmers of Maine in orcharding, the win by luck and by system tbe public
cost of living in this country.
In distion whatever. In 1883 Mr* Wasgatt put in
would be horrified. It Is
uncussing the proposed inquiry, Mr. ! four claims for $34, $44, $15 and $22 as ex- State entomologist, E. F. Hitching**, is usual for tbe bank to wId nothing
twenty-four
making known throughout the State tbe
Wilson said: “Too many people are cess
salary for respective periods in which Offer of J. H. Gregory, of Marblehead, times before an outsider wins once.
engaged in the business of distribu- be had been paid $42, $92, $136 and $134 Mass.
The people who play, if they have ever
tion. What we need is more farming. These cover two-year periods between
Mr. Gregory has deposited with the played before, know this, and stiil they
Too many people are rushing to the 1864 and 1874, the time from 1870 to 1872 Maine
tome again, respond to tbe call until
department of agriculture a fl,000 j
town and to the city and trying to alone being omitted.
bond, the interest of which, to the they depart and plant their gold in the
W. H. H. Spofford, who had been postmake a living there, and not enough
amount of |200, is to be paid to the Maine baccarat mire in tbe hope that it will
master at Deer
in
are
staying in the country. Too claims in 1884. Isle, put three separate farmer showing the most excellent acre of j bear fruit. It does. But what is the
They were for $79, $30 and apple trees planted upon his own laud, harvest?”
many people are trying to get along
$60 respectively in excess of payments of set in the
spring of 1910 from his own sewithout work, and not enough of
A Snacked Scot.
$310, $300 and $360. Taey covered six of lection of the standard varieties, the Ben
them are in the business of producing the ten
The London Chronicle says that two
years of the controverted time.
Davis apple alone excepted.
A claim for $29 has long been on file in
something. One man could do the
Other premiums will, according to Mr. Englishmen recently touring In Scotbusiness of distribution where twenty behalf of W. A. Friend, who was postmasland found that Sabbatarianism occaKitchings, be offered by parties in Maine.
extends to the middle of the
are now engaged in it.
That is the ter at Brooklin from 1864 to 1866; as has a This offer is
The department sionally
open to ail
week. They were forced by the weathreason the cost of living is high, and claim for $53 in behalf of R. A. Herrick, wishes to
register several hundred acres;!
and people are complaining.
Our who was postmaster at Brooklin after Mr. a large number have already registered. er to take refuge In a small country
Friend’s term had expired.
hotel and after lunch adjourned to the
Any one desiring to set out an acre of j
people must iearn that they cannot
There are also two claims pending from trees is
billiard room to kill time until the rain
requested to send his name to Mr. ■
get along without work, and the best the Castine
stopped. The game had hardly started
pjgtoffice, one for Charles
place for them is on the farm where Rogers of $122, covering the period from Hitehings, who will also gladly furnish when the landlord entered in a very
further
this
offer.
regarding
particulars
they can raise something.”
1864 to 1866, and another of $160 for him
drunken condition, upbraided his visitors for their unseemly conduct and
covering the biennial adjustment term
Voice
Changed
COUNTY GOSSIP.
from 18G£ to 1870. George W.
insisted on their leaving the billiard
Collins, as
A writer in Suburban Life tells of a
room.
postmaster at East BiuehilL, received $24 bobolink which learned
They received profuse apoloto
like
a
sing
to
tbe
State assessor!., the in
According
gies from the landlady. Her husband
compensation from 1872 to 1874. He
He
was
when
valuation of livestock in Hancock county
canary.
captured
quite always
put in a Uim in 1885 for $40 additional
got drunk on Sundays, she
small and given a cage beside a fine singer,
in 1906 was $514,342 against $516,712 in
compensation.
explained, but. mistaking the day, be
for which he soon exhibited a great at1906.
The names of other Hancock county
had got drunk on Thursday instead,
tachment. He would sit perfectly still
snd from force of habit, believing it
Everett Gross, of Stonington, reoently postmasters, who applied for extra comon his perch for a long time watching his
was Sunday, had been shocked at tbe
captured a black squirrel, a very rare pensation, and the amount of each claim, friend
then
his
best
to
intently,
try
j :lick of the biiliard balls.
animal. It was of the common variety, follow; Joseph Bean, East Sullivan, $54;
imitate his sweet notes.
often seen in the woodlots, but every hair H. feowle, Gouldsboro, $25;
Jonathan
He tried for three or four weeks before !
Ham or, Mount Desert, $50; Thomas A.
was black.
Rebuked the Bishop.
making
any progress; then he succeeded!
Northeast
\Va,gatt,
The bishop of Petersburg. England,
Harbor, $43; O. B in
The merry click of a mowing machine
one
note almost correctly
sounding
is a great motorist and is also a
Trott, Orland, $15; Sylvia W. Perkins' When he realized his success his
was the unnsual accompaniment of tne
wild joy 1
W. Sargent, of
stanch teetotaler, and thereby (Tangs
Christmas bells at Tremont this year. Penobscot, $13; Henry
was pathetic and
the canary's pleasure
G. Sargent, of
a tale.
On one occasion, while out in
Tester Dorr mowed the hay on his marsc ; "argentville, $46; Rodney
was
redoubled
very evident. Then he
:->argentville, $254; Samuel Hill, Sullivan.
bis car. the chauffeur ran short of
with a machine on Christmas Day.
his efforts until he could sing nearly the ]
S.
G.
$36;
Rich, Tremont, ^4; L. T. Tap- whole
petrol and applied at a public house
canary song. After that he and
West Brooksville, $17; Ephraim W.
for some more.
The publican came
P. G. Wooster, of Pasadena, Cal., a Han- ley,
Dick always sang in concert.
West Gouldsboro, $27.
out, and, seeing the bishop in his
cock county boy, sends us a copy of the Taft,
of all, his character
But,
strangest
The New England senators have been
dress in the car, said: “Yes,
New Year’s number of the Pasadena
seemed to change w ith bis song. Instead episcopal
Star,
to afford their constituents
I’ve got plenty of petrol, but I don’t
handsomely printed and profusely illus- taking pains
of singing but a short time in the spring,
full information about the character of
sell it to the likes of them wbat never
trated, and devoted to Pasadena, with the
as bobolinks do, he sang all the time exj
these claims that they might act intellibeer.”
“tournament of roses” as a feature.
when molting. And be imitated his buys my
cept
gently if farther requests are made of
friend’s characteristics so perfectly that
The record smelt for Patten's bay, Snrry, them to furnish money to conduct the he became a
Making Herself at Home.
canary in all but appearance.
prosecution of the same before the dewas brought in to The American office
Last summer five-year-old Lola's aunt
last Thursday by E. N. Osgood, of Surry, partment.
came to spend a week with them.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
When the report of the committee on
who caught it. The smelt weighed six and
"Now. aunty.” said Lola, “you must
Miss Sarah Williams has returned to
one-half ounces after being out of the postoffiees and postroads is completed,
Hake yourself at home.”
showing officially what the claims are and Waterville to resume her studies.
water all day, and must have
“Haw can I do that dear?” queried
weighed
Forest Woodworth has moved his fam- ker aunt
easily half a pound when it came out of how slim a foundation the claims have,
the water. Smelts which run four to a the report will probably be printed as a
ily from Macomber’s mill to the Arthur | “Why." answered Lola, “you can
pound are considered big ones. The little pamphlet that it may afford a ready Tracey house.
pitch In and help mamma work.”—Chivillage of tents on the ice at Surry is a method of imparting the information to
Butler is
his brother Carl. cago News.
similar

sum

of

$300 for

excess

salary for

j

OH1

FErD_Er JT*

1

_

1

busy place now, though the only evidence
of it is the column of smoke rising from
the funnel of each tent. But the smelts
have been running fairly well so far this
winter,

and tbe

man

inside the tent is

kept busy and hippy tending his lines.
Some good catches have been made, and
the checks which come promptly from
the New York or Boston markets bear
very substantial figures.

Guy

inquirers.

visiting

His lameness

The deliberations of the supreme coart
in its current term are of great moment
the country over, especially
because of
the decisions affecting the
validity of the
anti-trust and anti-corporation
laws.
Ghief-Justice Fuller, once of
Augusta,
where he studied law and edited a news-

little better.

seems a

Mrs. Malinda Pomeroy, who has been

visiting

Mrs. Fannie

Cast brook

for

a

Murch,

has gone to

visit.

Mrs. Dora Abbott and

son

Harvard

victims of the mumps.
Jan. 17.

are

L.

If m’ wife’s awake I’ll shay: *‘M’ dear,
brought y’ some c’sath’mums
chrysMany a night’s re*t is spoiled by frequent thums—chrasythums”—hang it! Wish I’d
nts of coughing—sometimes
EAMOINE.
by a mere tick- got roses.”
ling in the throat that is so annoying as to
There will be a dance at the town hall prevent sleep.
Kemp’s Balaam will cure
She (sternly)—I heard a noise very late.
if any medicine will, and will relieve
Thursday evening, Jan. 20. There will be a cough*
the irritation in
Was it the night fallthroat.
For all throat He (facetiously)
masquerade ball and supper at tbe same and lung troublesthe
take Kemp’s Balsam. Drug- ing? She
No, it wasn’t. It was the
place Jan 27. Music by Wilson’s orchestra. gist sell it at 25c. and otic,
a bottit.
breaking.
day

SLEEPLESS

NIGHTS.

—

—

—

The Finisher.

Lawyer—What is your occupation?
Witness—I’m a piano finisher.
Lawyer—Be a little more definite. Do you
oollsh

them or move them?—Boston

Transcript
The Gossip.
Nell —She’s an awful gossip.
She
tells everything she bears. Belle—Oh,
she tells more than that.—Philadelphia
Record.
Do not make unjust gains.
to a loss.—Hesiod.

equal

They

are

>

BLAI3DKIX-

Fwd*'r‘ck
heart
*K,n™

'a. Blaisdell died suddenly of
dis-^^ last Friday evening. at hi*

o

j

Mr. Blatsdelt was
health Friday.
^
-an after retiring, be complained of feeling ill and told hi* wife be thought be
e» going to hare another heart attach.
Dr. Simonton wu hastily summoned, but
Mr. Blaiadell died a few minute* after bis
VTiter street

A

Mtly

in

hi*

usual

amral-1
Deceased wa* the eon of the late Isaiah
BiaisdeU. and sanative of Ellsworth, where
all his life had been spent. Hie age was
fifty-foar year*. He was of retiring disposition and only those who knew him
well appreciated folly his fine qualities.
He was a man of high principles, and of
thorough bontaty.
Mr. Blaisdell was by trade a ship-caulker J and had worked in the shipyards of
Ellsworth. Since May. 1908, he bad been
employed in the store of F. B. Aiken. He
was • member of Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F.
W ben a young man be was a most efficient
member of the volunteer fire department
of EllsworthJ, being a member of the
famous crew of I'nioo engine. So. 2.
The deetb of his only son. George A.,

nearly

two

him. end

years ago,
one

was a severe

from which he

blow to

never

Nww* at Tlw Werld.
Few reader* of the Boston Joum*;
rrAji#%
bow many great newa-gathering
asao-eiath^
are called upon to supply the new* for
ih<
daily edition- The Journal ha* gradua y
larged it* facilities for collecting th?
until it* ©orps of correspondent* cover*
^
world.
Everyone i* eager for new* from
ton. especially when Congress is in
*e**ion,
and the Jrmmal ha* planned it*
bureau so jut to have exclusive new* from
^
own correspondent*. The Washington
xtu*
and “Capitol Chat” will be * daily feature.
The Journal ha* also contracted for the e».
tire new* service of the New York Sun,
chasing the right* to a*e all off the $«n
of thi* country and it* foreign cable new*
M
welL With thi* *ervice will be include!
9nn*$ able article* on the financial and ml*.
ing situations, and the Hterary article* which
will prove of deep interest.
Beside* these two notable feature* the Joor.
nol ha* the full service of the Associate
Press. al*o the great advantage of the otfaer
Muasey newspapers, situated in Philadel.
phia. Washington and Baltimore. each
handling new* from its own vicinity, and di*.
tribating to it* sister newspaper*.
Adding to all these an able local -tat,
greatly enlarged, competent to handle
cal, athletic, social and financial affairs ja
its own vicinity has made the Journal %
paper second to none, the great hope paper

Washing*

Wa»hir«o*

;

|

poiitl*

England.

of New

fully

How’a This?

He leaves a widow and «ne
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot he cured hr
brother—Walter I», of Bangor.
Hall's Catarrh Cure. F 4. CHENEY A cn ■*
Funeral services were held at the house Toledo. O.
I
We. the undersigned, have known F. J.
Monday, conducted by Rev. W. F. Emery,
Cheney for the las: lf» year*, ami believe him
with Rev. J. F. Simonton, of Stonington,
perfectly honorable in all business trnusactiocs and financially able to carry out any
assisting.
obligations made by hi* firm
recovered.

_

MR.*.

CHARLIES GOGGINS.

M., wife of Charles Ooggins,
died Saturday at her home on Liberty
street. aged fifty years. Mrs. Coggins
was highly esteemed by a largfc circle of
Hannah

Witmxi. Ktxasv A Masvin.
Wholesale Druggists. Tolcd. o.
Hair* Catarrh Cure i* taken internally acting directly upon the blood sod mucous #arface* of the tysUna. Testimonials ses;-. free.
U

-.

»

Take Hall’s Family Pill* tor onasti pat tort.

friends/
She leaves

Her aged mother. Mrs.

Helen Hennessey, whose home was with
her, also survives ber. The family has the

sympathy

Heat.

husband and two children—

a

lien*.

Frank and

Mink neck fur lout between
rry
Suitable rewui,

and Eltawmfth Dec. 29.
1?UBReturn
office.
to Avikh

y<rnnlJ.

Funeral services were held at St. Joseph's
Catholic church Monday morning.

and white fox-hound bitch:

DOG—LSver
neck, but
rap
Ellsworth
at

to

WEST TREMONT.

belong

on
orer

dress Crarlm

The moving picture show Wednesday
enjoyed by many.
Louis Gott and wife, of McKinley, are
visiting Mrs. Gott’a, sister, Mrs. W. H.
Webster.
Nelson Thurston, of Brewer, made a
short call on hi» parents, Solomon Thurston and wife, last week.
Chester Robbins and wife, of Opeechee,
who have been visiting here, left Monday
for Rockland to visit other relatives.
B. Reed, who has been HI of
grip, is much better; also her son Ourl,
who was ill and had to leave school.

MOTOR—A 3 to 4 horse power
Belknap "Little Giant" water motor.
Good as new. Just the thing for light power
in town which has waterworks. Will be *old
cheap. Address P. O. Box 4*2, Ellsworth

WATER

Jtjtlp
to learn
A MEXICAN

BOY

£9anub.

the printer's trade.
office.

Apple at

tSantrt.
agents—For th, popuiir
Ford
if end for catalog and
Automobile
Tub 8. L. Caosar
cars,

W. D. Thurston, who has

been

ill with

a

bad cold.

Merl Farley, of Tremont, and Miss
Evelyn Lunt, of this place, who were married at the home of the

bride's

parents,
Gapt. Charles P. Lunt and wife, Jan. 4, by
Rev. Alfred Bishop, have gone to housekeeping at his home at Tremont. All
wish the young couple much happiness.
Jan. 17.

_Thelma.

MT. DESERT FERRY.
There will be services
schoolhouse

Friday evening

at

the

at

7.30.

Ferry

A/A

Spttf.il Ifotua.
<w-» -ys/v--vA ■w

»
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NOTICE.

holding orders drawn

on the
the town of Treiunnt,
March 24, 1906. are ht reby notified to present the Mot for payment
on or before Feb. 1, 1910, as interest will cease
after that date.
B. B. Bird
Treasurer of Tvcmoat.

persons
ALL
Maine, dated

treasurer

of

prior

to

ritKEDOM NOTICK.
five notice that I hereby frive
Edward T. Hllsby, the remainder
minority; that after this date 1 hall
claim none of his earnings, and shall pa uo
bills of hi* contracting.
K. L. Btl>i
Aurora, Me.. Jan. IX. 1910.
is to
my son,

THIS
of his

Ku*ioeii Notice*.
ItlinUKl CO.
The best provision a man can make for his
is
through the medium of life insurfamily
ance, and the most satisfactory information a
man who has taken this important step can
have is that the institution with which his
protection is placed is enjoying prosperity.
As many Maine people carry their
policies
with the Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
they will be interested in the story of progress told by the 60th annual report of that
institution printed to-day.
Some of the important items shown are a
gain of f-350.000 in surplus, and an increase of
nearly one million and a quarter in assets.
Additions of such size as these to the financial strength of an already strong institution,
show that its affairs are being intelligently
handled, and that it is being conducted along
lines of large prosperity.
Even without knowing the advances which
the figures show, it could practically be taken
for granted that such results had been
achieved, for under the competent management of Hon. Fred E. Richards, who has been
president for sixteen years, the I’nion Mutual
has made regular and remarkable increases
in all^brancbes of its business, and there was
every reason for anticipating the same outcome at this time.
The Union Mutual is a
reliable company with which to have one’s
life insurance.
CXION MCTCaL LiF*

Nephew (to returning aunt)
And did
you think of me while you were away?
Aunt
Then open
Certainly. Nephew
yonr trunk and let me see it.
—

—

NOTICK.
■VTOTICE is hereby given that Percy Elmer
-a.N
Higgins, of Ellsworth. Maine, hae »de
application lo the Mate Board of Bar Examiner* for examination for admission to the
Bar at the next session of the Bonn? to he
held at Bangor on the first Tuesday of rbJohn B. Maori.*n
ruary, 1910.
Secretary of the Boar

NOTICE OF

KORKL’UWlKt.
John W. Saunders, of Surry,
mortgage deed dated May 11,
1900. and recorded in Hancock county registry
of deeds, in book 361, page S3, conveyed to the
late George W. Al!en, of Surry, certain real
estate in said Surry described in said mortgage as follows:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
said Surry, bounded and described as follows,
to wit:
Beginning at a stake on the southeast side of the county road leading to Bluehill; ibence running 'south foriy-two degrees
east seventy rods; thence south forty-eight
degrees west one hundred and seventy-ons
rods to a birch tree marked B; thence north
forty two degrees seventy-six rods to the
county road; thence by the road to the place
of beginning, containing seventy-six acres,
more or less, together with th*
building}*
thereon." and whereas, the said George W.
Allen has deceased testate and the undersigned. Lydia J. Alien, of Surrv. is the duly
qualified executrix of his will, and whereas,
the conditions of said mortgage have been
broken and rein&iu unperformed, now therefore. bv reason of the breach of the conditions
thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of aaid mortgage.
January 13,1910.
Lydia J. Aliks, Executrix.
By J. A. Peters, her attorney.

TjJKTHEREAB,
his
IF
by

70 Years with
We have h&d

,».•»/'.

NOTICE.
HEREBY forbid all persons harboric* or
trusting my wife, Leonora A. Prari* r. on
my account, as I shall pay no bills of her contract isg after this date.
Charus C. Pkasiks.
Ellsworth, Maine, January IP, 1910.

Ser-

by Milton Beckwith.

—

term*

Co., Bsngor, Me.

em-

ployed in Dorchester, Mass., the past
two months, came home last week, and is

mon

Puppoaed

FIELD

of

success.

name.

LAND in McKinley or Tremoat
containing 1 acre and io rod*. Choice
For farther particular- adbuilding lot.
dress Da. A- L. Dix, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mrs. B.

The benefit dance given by the Knighta
Pythias Monday, Jan. 10, for their
brother, Herbert Butler, who is ill, was a

no

way. Will own*-: ad*
Holder, Hedgwic*. Me ?

A.

JFei Salt.

was

now

a>

of all.

#

■

TART.

Coughs

nearly seventy

years of experience with
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. That makes us have great confidence in it for coughs, colds, bronchitis, weak throats,
and weak lungs. Ask your own doctor what
experience
he has had with it. He knows. He can advise you
wisely. Keep in close touch with your family physician.
alcohol in this cough medicine. JX. Ayer Co., Lowell, Ma^
Be well: be strong. Y-m cannot if your
s Pills, ail vegetable.
Ask your doctor if he agrees with us.

Ayer

Do as he says.

Protect Yourself

_

Against
constipation, indigestion, sick headache, biliousness, torpid liver, by always keeping on hand the
11116 “L. F.” Atwood's Bitters. An occasional dose safeguards the system against the ailments most common
to men, women and children.
For nearly sixty
sudden attacks of

years they have stood for health and happiness
in thousands of homes, jj cents a bottle.

aWjtrttBnnmU.

|

j

asfcmtemntt*.

|

aWwrtifitmint*.

BOOST! Ellsworth

in connection with the Green lake station ence to the change in the city charter
somewhere in this vicinity. He said that which will go into effect this year, by
Card’s brook had been recommended by which assessors will be chosen for one,
enthusiasm manifest at an- Senator Hale, and was one of the places two and three years, and hereafter one asunder consideration. I nves ti gat ions will | sessor elected each year for a term of three
nual MEETING.
be made this year as to temperature and years, thus giving the board of assessors
gathering of flow of the water to determine the adapta- a permanency it has not before enjoyed.
representative
a
bility of Card’s brook for the purpose, and He urged care in the selection of these
BIG
ELLSWORTH < BUSINESS MEN
if found satisfactory he believed the rearmen, and he hoped that* tbe board of asBOOST FOB ELLSWORTH.
sessors chosen would malce a thorough reing station would be built there.
vision of the tax-roll by personal investiPOTATO HOUSE.
The annual meeting of the Ellsworth
be
W. A. Alexander, of the committee gation that the valuation might
merchants’ association Monday evening
more equitably adjusted.
at tbe board of trade room in Hancock appointed to investigate the feasibility
He urged economy in municipal affairs
hall, brought out a large and representa- of establishing a potato house in Ellsto tide over the present depression which
tive leathering of Ellsworth business men. worth, reported that he had been in comhe confidently predicted was but temporAn at mospbere of optimism pervaded the munication with owners of potato houses
bail, and many projects for the advance- elsewhere in the State, and all seemed of ary.
HENBY M. HALL.
ment and prosperity of Ellsworth were the opinion that there was a good openM. Hall was the next speaker,
Henry
discussed.
enthusiastically
ing for such a house here.
and his whole speech breathed an optiSucb a meeting cannot but result in
Mr. \texander found during his inmism that inspired all the business men
It
it
does
more
the
nothing
city.
good for
vestigations that something like 25,000
with something of the same spirit.
than foate.- the spirit manifest at the bushels of potatoes were raised in this present
| He expressed his belief that we would
meeting, the Merchants’ association will immediate vicinity last year, and some
soon get
results from the power dam
have justified Us existence. But it is not farmers had found difficulty in marketing
which has been built here. To his knowin tbe minds of tbe members of the as- them, or had had discouraging or unsatisthere
were “powers
behind the
sociation to rest content with this, and it j factory dealings with fereign commis- ledge
throne” at work that would sooner or
had plans on toot which, if realized even sion men. He believed a potato house
later bring results of material advantage
in part, w ill be a material boost for Ells- here which would take all the potatoes
to Ellsworth.
worth.
—

brought in would result in trebling
quadrupling the product of potatoes
this vicinity within a few years.

or

Mr. Hall then made the statement that

in

there

twenty-one
years of age in Ellsworth to-day, living ;
An establishment which would do a
general commission business in farm prod- better and earning more money, than at j
the high-tide of the so called “flush”
ent.
uce is talked of, and would be of immense
POOD PAIR.
times of Ellsworth when all the mills
value to the farmers of this vicinity. It is
j
['tie tlm matter taken up was the food believed such an establishment would find were running.
He then proved this
statement
(air (or the week o( Peb. 22-M. Secretary a (laying field here.
by j
Koy C. Haines outlined the work so (ar
Judge John B. Redman endorsed the po- striking comparisons of wages, prices of
done, and the plans contemplated. The tato house and commission business proj- foodstuffs and clothing and figuresas to
association gave its endorsement of the ect, spoke enthusiastically of the ag- number of voters, between the present
work done, instructed the committee to go ricultural possibilities of this section, and and the “flush” times so often referred to.
It was a telling comparison, which
ahead with the plans, and pledged its expressed his belief in the future of Ellsfinancial backing for the undertaking.
opened the eyes of many to facts which
worth.
A rate of one and one-third fare for the
M. 8. Smith broached the question of they are prone to overlook.
The last speaker of tbe evening was
railroad trip to Ellsworth has been se- freight rates, and thought the association
cured on t lie railroads (or the weak of should take some action to'secure better John O. Whitney, president of the board
of trade, who extended the right hand of
the food fair.
rates for Ellsworth.
fellowship to the new merchants’ associaof
the
advanKief
O.
John
spoke
Capt.
FACTORY.
SHOE
tion, and promised the co-operation and
of shipping potatoes by water.
tages
C. L. Morang, for the committee on
support of the board of trade in its efforts
FREIGHT AND RAILROAD RATES.
shoe factory, made a most encouraging
for the industrial advancement of EUsbeen made by
had
were
L.
Davis
and
C.
E.
Morang
Arrangements
Henry
report.
worth.
which the association was prepared to appointed a committee to investigate the
SMOKE AND PUNCH.
offer the free rent of the Union shoe fac- matter of freight rates, and also to try to
During the evening, cigars were passed,
the
one
with
for
the
railroad
from
year,
obtain a special rate
tory building
and at the close punch was served and the
further inducement of low tax, water and company for round trip tickets from
long clay “church warden” pipes were
and
a
fund
of
f 1,800 neighboring towns to Ellsworth for every
electric light rates,
given out as souvenirs of the occasion.
as
inInstallments
in
to be paid
monthly
Saturday.
Many lingered to smoke the long pipes
6RANGE FAIR.

terest on an investment of f30,000, to any
shoe manufacturer who will Open up the
factory with a certain guarantee as to payroll, etc.
It is believed the inducements will prove
sufficient to secure the opening of the

already negotiations
factory,
been opened with some large Arms,as
and

with

as

some

Roy C. Haines reported id Regard to the
grange fair project that an arrangement
had been reached by which the grangers
could purchase Wyman park, and that a
meeting is to be held Thursday of this
week for the purpose of incorporating the
Hancock county grange fair association.
It is proposed to incorporate with flO,-

have
well

individual manufacturers.

000

SPORTING INTERESTS.

capital stock,

shares to be

^tibcrtisnnnus.

I holders.
I The grange fair association will probably ask a bonus of fl,000 from the citi| zenaof Ellsworth for locating here.
Mayor Simonton moved that the MerGrandma Sanderson, of DcU'itt, Mo., chants’ association appoint one member
I of a committee and the board of trade be
Has Lived a Lor.tg and Useful Life.
asked to appoint another member to act
with him as a committee to see about raisGrandma Sanderson is a wonderful
! ing this f1,000 bonus to secure the grange
tohealth
as
woman. She is in
good
fair for Ellsworth.

103 YEARS OLD.

in her life, although sho
hundred years old.
i
In a letter to the Peruna Drug IIfgCo., she gives the highest credit to Peruna for her excellent health and extreme old age. Dead what she says.
is

as ever

over one

the evidence presented by
these ought not only tc
dispel prejudice against Peruna, but
inspire confidence in it

Surely

such

was

taken a
dredth birthday.

true friend of the Peruna
Company. I have derived great benefit from Peruna many times. I can
say I regard Peruna a very great medicine. I found out the merit oi it a
am a

appointed

the

as-

of business women of Ellsworth
and the wives of members of the asociation.
BOAT TO ISLANDS.

posed

ELECTION

OF

OFFICERS.

The association then proceeded to the
election of officers for the ensuing year.
at the
The board of officers chosen
organisation of the association was

good many years ago.
“A little more than two years ago I
contracted a very severe cold, which
resulted in la grippe. Owing to the
severity of the disease, and my extreme age, my case was considered to
be very critical. I employed no doctor, but Peruna was the remedy I
used, and to-day my health is as good
as it ever was in my life.

was

John A. Lord and H. W. Duirti were
appointed a committee to investigate
and report on the project.

few weeks before my hun-

“I

Simonton

sociation member of that committee.
The association voted to urge the
organization of a women’s auxiliary to
the Merchants’ association, to be com-

unanimously re-elected,

as

follows:

President, H. B. Estey; vice-president,
W. A. Alexander; treasurer, E. F. Robinexecuson, jr.; secretary, Roy C. Haines;
tive committee, C. L. Morang, C. I. Staples
j and John A. Lord.
JOHN

I

I
j

|

A.

PETERS.

then called
Hon. John A. Peters
upon to address the meeting and as usual
he had* something of interest to say. He
spoke of the steps that had been taken in
the project for a railroad up the Union
river valley and across country to Grand
lake, as outlined in The American two
was

“However, I still oontdnue to taka jj
Peruna, a spoonful every night before i
retiring.”
weeks ago.
Peruna is

an ideal tonio
for old
people. It is a compound of herbal
remedies that has been known to the
medical profession for many years.
Peruna operates as a tonic by cleansing and invigorating the mucous membranes. This explains why Peruna
has become so extensively known as a
catarrh remedy. Catarrh is simply a
condition of depraved mucous mem- I
branes. Peruna changes this deprav- |
I
ity into healthful vigor.

Agreat many old people use Peruna,
and would not be deprived of it for any

consideration.

People

who

cines can now

object
secure

to liquid mediPeruna tablets.

men

over

mingle lb happy sociability and in the
Spirit of good-fellowship and optimism
and

that the meeting had engendered.
The first annual meeting of the Ellsworth merchants’ association was a big
“boost” for Ellsworth.

Feb. 22-26.

bor.
Rev. J. P. Simon ton has been in Rockthe guest of his sister, Mrs. Andrews.

port,

the cove
Powder island.

The tug Betsy

Ross, damaged by Are
t wo weeks ago, has been repaired and will
take up her old route this week.
James F. Thurlow, of Minnesota, came
on Saturday to visit friends at his old
home and to accompany his wife back to
been here several
the West. She has
weeks.
Arthur Young, an employee at the water
works, fell from the stand pipe of the
reservoir, a distance of forty feet. One

He said the engineer who had gone over
the lower end of the proposed route, and
gained a general idea as to tho topography
of the country it was proposed to travwas most favorerse, had reported that it
able for railroad building, with no heavy
had gone further than this,
and included in his report the statement
that Buch a road would open up a most

grades. He

desirable farming section in Union river
valley, and an immense hardwood region
above.
Mr. Peters did not wish to give the
impression that the road was assured. He
simply wanted to show that the prelimiand such a
nary steps had been taken,

probability,
possibility of the future.,

road, if not
Mr.

a

was

at least

a

Peters closed his remarks by refer-

arm was

District Deputy President Vesta Mills,
and Mrs. Hopkins, grand marshal, of
Vinalhaven, installed officers of Rockbound Rebekah lodge Jan. 12. The officers of Joshua Davis lodge, I. O. O. F.,
There
were installed at the same time.
was
entertainment by the Rebekahs
Refreshments were served.
Jan. 17.
Nihil.;]
CASTINE.
J. M. Vogell is in Boston on business.
Bert Parker spent several days in Bangor
last week on business.
James Gray, who has been very ill the
past three weeks of typhoid fever, is a little better.

Dr. Urindie,
of New York, are

and daughter Matie,
at the Castine house for

wife

a

few weeks.

Mrs. A. A. Kicker left Monday for an
extended visit in Jacksonville, Fla. She
will sail from New York Thursday.
W. A. Walker, who spent several days
in Fort Kent last week, is home. During

his absence his store

Mrs. Walker.

was

in

charge

of

Mrs. Patterson received news Sunday ol
of her mother, at Newton, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Patterson left Monday to
attend the funeral.
tha death

Sunday night, while crossing on the ice,
Mrs. George Wardwell received a severe
fall, and has been confined to her bed
since. All hope for a speedy recovery.
The alliance met Friday evening at the
home of Mrs. Charles Devereux. A paper
was read
by Rev. Mr. Hanscom, on
Refreshments were served.
“Women”.
Mrs. Devereux was assisted by Miss Kate

Davenport.
Jan. 17.

for

600.00

name

appear

your order

give

Telephone Service AT ONCE.
Call up, free of charge,

5,592.16

Manager

Nominated by the Governor.
Among nominations by Gov. Fernalcl
recently announced are the following in
Hancock county:
Inland fish and game wardens, Walter R
Butler, Bluehill; George U. Dyer, Frank-

in your town and

New

drop

or
an

a

postal

to

Local

our

Agent willhe sent to visit you.

England Telephone

lin.

and

Telegraph Company.

BORN.
12,

to Mr

son.

West.J

and

[Allison

BLAKE—At South Brooksville. Jan 16, to Mr
and Mrs Hiram Blake, a daughter.
BUNKER—At Franklin, Jan 16, to Mr and
Mrs Gerald Bunker, a son.
JONARY—At Bluehill, Jan 15, to Mr and Mrs
Edwin E Conary, a daughter.
HARDEN—At Lamoine. Jan 17, to Mr and
Mrs Harlan Harden, a daughter.
GINN—At Bucksport, Jan 12, to Mr and Mrs
Hermon E Ginn, a son.

■

We

only help stugood stenographers; but help them

MARRIED.

DOBSON-ANDERSON—At Stonington, Jan
6, by Rev J P Simonton, Mrs Emma Dobson
to Augustus Anderson, both of Stonington.
At Ellsworth Falls,
DUNHAM—BROWN
Jan 17, by Rev Henry W Conley, Miss Bernice E Dunham to Everett L Brown, both
Ellsworth.
KIMBALL—FULLER—At Ellsworth, Jan 12,
by Rev William F Emery, Miss Rose Olive
Kimball to Charles F Fuller, both of Ells-

not

dents to become

JOHNSON—At jBvckspprt. Jm 5, to Mr and
Mrs Grover C Johnson, a sonLEACH—At Penobscot, Jan 1$, to.Mr and Mrs
Pearl Leach, a son.
M’GftAW—At Surry, Jan 7, to Mr and Mrs S A
McGraw,* daughter.
MELLO—At Bluehill, Jan 15, to Mr and Mrs
Manuel Mello, a son.
MURPHY—At Stonington, Jan 10, to Mr and
Mrs John Edward Murphy, a daughter.
RYAN—At Brooksville, Jan 13, to Mr and Mrs
Daniel Ryan, a son.
YOUNG—At Lamoine, Dec 22, to Mr and Mrs
Herbert Young, a daughter.

to

good positions

The School for Results.

INVESTIGATE!

also.

Beal School
of Shorthand

Catalogue Free

given

struction

Merchants* Bank Bldg.,
25 Broad St.,

Best of Com*
inm e r c i a1

Bangor

at

Commercial School, in

building,

same

floor below

on

Beal School.

BANGOR, MAINE.

—

STAPLES—SPRAGUE—At Southwest Harbor,
Jan 15, by Rev N F Trites, Miss Blanche
Staples, of Southwest Harbor, to Harry
Sprague, of Tremont.
DIED.
AVERY-At
Minnie M

Hyde Park, Mass, Jan 10, Mrs
Avery, formerly of West Ells-

worth, aged 24 years.
BLAISDELL—At Ellsworth, Jan 14, Frederick
M Blaisdell, aged 54 years,'.10 months.
BRIDGES—At Bangor, Jan 10, Mrs Hedwig L
Bridges, of Bucksport, aged 26 years.
BULDUC—At Bucksport, Jan 11, Paul Homer
Bulduc, aged 5 months, 17 days.
CANDAGE-At South Bluehill, Jan IS, Mary,
widow of Roderick Candage, aged 80 years,
4 months, 7 days.
GOQGINS—At Ellsworth, Jan 15, Mrs Charles
Goggins, aged 50 years, 2 months.
GRIFFIN—At Brooklin, Jan 15, Mrs Eliza
Ann Griffin, aged 66 years, 18 days.
ORCUTT—At East Sullivan,. Jan 7, Mrs Rebecca Orcutt, aged 87 years.
SAUNDERS
At Surry, Jan 15, Melvin G
Saunders, aged 60 years, 10 months, 19 days.
—

INSURANCE

FIRE
in

of established

companies
O.

reputation

I can offer you at the lowest rates.

TAPLEY,

W.

INSURANCE

ESTATE

INVESTMENTS

<

Real Estate and Insurance
C. W. & F. L. MASON
F"0 R SALE
The Esslngtou Farm, situated on the Surry Hoad about 2 miles from Ellsworth. 2
house with ell, 10 finished rooms, large barn, well fitted. Woodshed, carnage house •
all in good repa,r ■' *»«»»*■ mi »crp« nf land lartrp nart of which is in tiood condition for
Cuts ten tons ol
summer home.
Union river.
THE

GEORGE

H.

GRANT

CO.,

THE—

plete

Outiit

Including

Inhaler

$1.00.
When G. A. Parcher states most
emphatically that he will guarantee
Hyomei to cure catarrh or give you
your money back, what is your answer?
Are you satisfied with your condition, or do you want to rid yourself
forever of vile catarrh, with its humiliating symptoms, such as hawking, spitting, blowing and bad breath?
Hyomei is a simple, antiseptic
medicine, that you breath through a
small pocket inhaler over the partB
affected by catarrh.
It is made of Australian eucalyptus
mixed with other germ-killing and

membrane-soothing antiseptics.
Get a complete outfit to-day.

real

thing

necessary to cure any ordinary
case of catarrh.
Extra bottles, if
needed, 60c.
is
the
best
Hyomei
remedy in the
world for sore throat, coughs and
colds, croup and bronchitis. It gives
wonderful relief in two minutes. For
sale by druggists everywhere and by
G. A. Parcher. Send for free sample
bottle and booklet. Booth’s Hyomei
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

MI-ONA
Cures indigestion

It relieves stomach misery, sour stomach, belching, and cures all stomach disor

Large box of tabDruggists in all towns.

money back.

lets 60 cents.

Estate.

RESTAURANT

Vegetables from my
farm. Board by day or week. Meal tickets
lor sale.
Handy lor city folks when in a burry.
Convenient for out of town shoppers.
Pure
spring; water served.

"Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

a

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

EuswoRTn

Wm.
Cor. Main and

—

M.

Butler,

Hancock Sts.,

Ellsworth

FOR SALE
SCHOONER 0TR0NT0

99 Tons Net
will be sold at a bargain to settle estate.
state.
Inquire of Fied L. Mason or Sar;ati E.
Doyle, Ellsworth, Maine.

^DO YOU KNOW BEANS?

$rofeBBianal

SWASEY BEANPOTS and
are the best.
Our

H

m

fflar&B.

I crocks

V^

±_}U /

nam« is ou

Yr~ r\
BEANPOTSare on
E. 8WA8EY &

every oue. Accept
substitutes.
SWASEV
salejat all first-class stores.

CO.,

c.

DK.

E.

HOLT,

Portland, Maine

AT CUT RATES
Country Trade Supplied at City Prices.
Send for catalogue of

It

only costs 81.00, and contains every-

..

own

nace—if it is

A Bottle Costs Only 50 Cents—A Com-

■

Ellsworth.

GENERAL. INSURANCE.

Whether it’s a range or a fui

ABOUT HYOMEI

Me.

Ellsworth,

BEAL

CLARION.

Stiucrttsraw.ie

ease

G,

have your

in this book, you must

$118,914.66

of the past week has
near Hagan’s wharf to

Jaunita chapter, O. E. S., &ill give a
supper to Reliance lodge at its annual
installation Jan. 22.

to

1910.

12,222.50

The cold weather
frozen

If you desire

on

1,285.00

ington.

Mrs. David Thurlow, who has been seriously ill of pneumonia, is convalescing.
Ray E. Fifleld and wife have returned
from a visit with his parents at Bar Har-

February 5,

$118, 914.66
$99,215.00

—

STONINGTON.

Edition of the TELEPHONE

DIRECTORY closes

Accumulated Capital.1113,368.36
4,425.00
Guaranty Fund...
Profit and Loss.
1,098.68
Forfeited Shares.
22.72

KNIGHT—At Stonington,
BUCKMINSTER
Jan 8, by Rev J P Simonton, Miss Ina Buckminster to Willard A Knight, both of Ston-

Miss Ida Simpson is-visiting her brother
at North Haven.

The Next

At the meeting of the directors, A. W.
King was elected president; O. W. Tapley,
secretary; E. J. Walsh, treasurer; J. A.
Peters, attorney; C. W. Mason, A. W.
Greely, finance committee.
Following is a statement of the condition of the association at the close of business on Dec. 31,1909:

AMBROSE—At Deer Isle, Jan
Mrs William J Ambrose, a

CLOSING

NOW

man.

Real Estate Loans.
Loans, Collateral.
Bonds.
Real Estate Owned.
Cash ou Hand...

awjmwtmnrt*.

Feb. 22-6,10.

Ellsworth Loan & Building Ass’n.
The annual meeting of the shareholders
of the Ellsworth loan and building association was held last Monday evening.
The reports of the secretary and treasurer
and auditor were read, and showed the association to be in a flourishing condition.
The election of officers resulted in the
choice of the old board of directors as follows: A. W. King, J. A. Peters, O. W.
Tapley (in place of M. Gallert, who declined a re-election), C. P. Dorr, A. W.
Greely, F. W. Hollins; auditor, J. B. Red-

BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair,

broken, one hand badly cut and
R. B. Holmes brought up the question he was severely shaken up. He
was
ot boat communication with the island fortunate that the
injuries were not
towns ol the county, and with the towns worse. A broken staging was the cause
along Eggcmoggin reach. F. C. Burr ill, of the fall.

cases as

"I will send you a picture that

Mayor

more

probably |2

and it is hoped to distribute this
C. H. Leland, to whom was referred the each,
stock as widely as possible among the
lake
with
Leonard
matter of stocking
Ash,
grangers of the vicinity. If possible, it is
reported that he had not yet completed
hoped to secure at least J,000 stockholders.
of
bis investigations as to the possibility
With the capital thus raised it would be
He will use every effort to 1
the project.
to buy the park, erect the necespossible
have the pond stocked with trout or
and make needed repairs
buildings
sary
salmon.
! on the grounds.
With the grangers beMayor I'\ F. Simonton read a letter from hind the
fair, it would be the biggest
Supt. E. E. Kate, of tue government Ash
thing of the kind in the State, an immense
hatchery at Ureen lake, in regard to the stimulus to the
farming and grange inproposed trout-rearing station to be built
terests of Hancock county, and, it is be1
lieved, a paying investment for the stock-

day

w’ere

SUrbirtfannmta.

|

Food Fair,

MERCHANTS’ ASSOC’N

The meeting was orfletl to order soon
alter 8 o'clock by the president,'!!. B.
Estey. About seventy-five business and
professional men of Ellsworth were pres-

aw>rrti«m*nt«s,

Patent Medicines, Toilet Articles and Rubber Goods

BAXGOR,

DENTIST.

A L IG E
____

w*-r

H.

SPECIALTY

SCOT

T,

MADK OF

TYr.E«X5LT.I.Nli!.ACCOUNTING
general clerical work.
Agent of the Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., at
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probata
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s
Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.
AND

THEARA HILTON & CO., Portland,Me.

L_—____________
KLLSWOliTH

Steam

Laundry and

•NO

PAT,

NO

Bath Rooms.

WASHKE!.*'

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

DR.

H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.,
Ellsworth, Me,
Estey Building, State 8t.,

MAIN

ELECTRICAL
Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

FIXTURES.
Eiti.ates o. Wirti, nd Supplte, CbMrlullv Qlm.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
st ey Building, Slate St.,
Ellsworth.
AND

HARRY C.

MASON,
DENTIST,

STREET,
Over

ELLSWORTH.

Bijou Theatre.

The newspaper

which has no uniform
for advertising space, and is satif
can get for
it, i« a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but eheam
results.—Lawrence burg (Ind.) Press,
rate
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Sprains^

Liniment is the best

Skua's

remedy (or sprains and bruises.
It quiets the pain at once, aad
can be applied to the tender cst
part without hurting because it
ail
doesn't need to be rubbed
sou hare to do is to lay it on
lightly. It is a powerful prrpa
ration and penetrates instantly
relieves any iodammation and congestion, and reduces the swelling.
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Mias Eleanor Kiltredge baa spot* to
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Mine Hircam Koch, State
John K. Bobbins sod vile sad Mis* Alic*
Wednesday. called here by tat sersoss iil- week, has a class ia bwofraphj and a Nort heart Harbor to riait her sinter, Mrs.
*poce st the church Sunday morning sad
danot every Satarday er«n..ng. He will Alice Graves.
tsesa of her mother, Mrs. tsar..*; Bickford.
Robbins spent Christ me* xuh their »ot
begin a ^ra of pr-.vate school Monday.
Walter Clark and wile, who recently re- Monday evening.
Frank is EiUery. Mr. Robbins returnee
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Aiiea Btox.tr.
Mr*. Wilted Dow fell on tbe ice Baains too. Dr. G. R. Hagerthy,
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by
and Mr*. Bobbins went to Eaat Jaffny. N
presented in the near fat are by local talHoxt. Payton Smith, of Angoeta. State day,
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ent for the benefit of the grange hall.
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ter. Mr*. James Pringle.
The officers of the West Eden
in town Wednesday, Jan. IS, to .nsjeet
Sunday
Mrs. Susan Moaley. of Elia worth, ia visWilliam Uoaa and wile, of Stonington
school for the year 191& are: Superintenthe high school tad to dc..;tr an ihinw
BLL'EHILL PAHA.
iting her sister. Mrs. J. A. Cbatto. Mrs.
are viaiting John 1_ Goan and Mr*. Chariei
dent. Mrs. Ldii*a
Ha m or;
iB UsetowB nail ta tie erenin?.
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Mr*.
A. R. Canary has been in Bioefeill
Mosley and Mrs. Chat to went to West Mildred
FI ye in Dorchester.
Mayo; treasurer, Oct* via Hamor; the past week.
A high school orche*tra *u organized Sorry Monday to attend tbe funeral of
Mrs. Yianie R. Warren, of Cambridge
secretary, J odith Know lea.
at
the
restdeace of Dr. their cousin, Melvin ha-under*.
Mends > evening
George Lincoln, of Portland, spent lass gave a birthday party in honor of he:
The
new It-elected officers of the C. EL
v
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at
Frank Moulton’s.
Small, ith the follow in? parts: VioUaa
me* her, Mrs. Lurretia Spoflord, W'ednes
Tbe writer spent a very pleasant evensociety are: President, Ernest M. Holt;
Clyde Morrison. M.te Killa Staples,
Miss Basie Wood returnee to Sedgwkrk day evening at her home. It was Mr*.
Haroid E. Small; cornet. Clarence Coie- ing at South Sarry Thursday, Jan. 6, at tne v tee-pres ideal. Eleanor Kittredge; secrehome of Edward Cunningham and wife at
Sunday to spend some weeks.
Spoflord'* eighty-fifth birthday. Mr*.
srell; trombone, Merton We*x*ttary and treasurer, Octaria Hamor; correa neigborbood sapper and donation for tne
E.
Jars. IT.
The steamer did not arrive Saturday or Spoflord'* many friend* at Deer late an<
Edith E. Hall.
sponding
secretary,
pastor, Kev. W. H. Dunham. Mr. CnnSunday on account of the storm to the all over Hancock county will remembe
The church aid society met with Mrs.
ber and her bustand, the late Hon. Chariei
EAST FEANfCUN.
! nLurhaai. senior although an invalid,
west of us.
Ail
to see her to-day
W.
D.
McKay Monday evening, Jan. 10, for there is almosthope
A. Spoflord. a* moat genial and
Evera.-d Wentworth .8 recovering from enjoyed the company very much.
a grain famine here.
charming
and elected the following officers: Presihost and hostess. Since ber husband'
C.
I Jan.17.
the mntnpi.
dent, Mrs. Annie McKay; vice-president,
death, she has made ber borne with hei
Him Canale Stover, who baa been very
EIts Hall: secretary. Leiia J. Tripp;
NOKTH SULLIVAN.
XeTer can tell *wb you'll mash a tager or daughter Yinnie, who always gives a partJ
ill, ia improving.
j i n honor of ber mother's
treasurer, D. W. McKay. The officers sober a eat, braise, bora or scald. Be
Min Ethel Beaker is gaining rapidly.
birthday. Dea
|
prt- j
The Sunday school oiaaa of which M:ss
the
executive
committee. It pared. Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil
iaataatiy re- ! "Aunt Locretia”, aa we all call her, hoa
To the regret of friends, John Butler is compose
Jtira
Springer ia a member met at
was decided to hold a valentine sociable
Here* the pain—quickly cares the woe ad. glad we were to congratulate her
j
agmit
the home of her father, Nason Springer. | poorly.
-Arfet.
Peb. U.
this year and wish for ber many raun
James Thompson, who lately arrived
Priday evening, to study the lesaon tor
Jan. 13.
M.
and
we
all
felt
that the band o
birthdays,
from Scotland, and will make his home
SSfifTtisrairatf
time bad touched ber very, aery
lightly
with his ancle, Leonard Grant, at Mt.
TKEMUNT.
for
JHz&uaL
indeed,
she, always a dear, sweet, pr.ttj
Desert Ferry, is visiting H. B. Gordon and
Cape. Levi C. Rich is ilL
~
looked
lady,
particularly charming, anc
wife.
Lester Dorr mowed hay on the marsh
seemed so smart and happy. She received
Zemro Hall. 2d, and family were called with hi* mowing machine on Christmas
letter* from niece* and friends from Calito Harrington last week by the death and D»y.
fornia to Maine, and many beautiful and
burial of Mr. Hall's father, Zemro Hall.
Dean Stanley and wife, of Manset. are
useful gifts and remembrances came tc
Cathartics
Tend
to
Many
1st. Mr. Hall was a war veteran and a
ber. Among thoae present daring the
visiting Mrs. tHaniey’s aunt, Mrs. C. H.
highly-respected man.
Norwood.
evening wen John L. Goes and wife, ol
Cause Injury to the
Jan. 17.
M.
Dorchester; Mr*. Lillian May Bobbins and
Friends here of Miss Myra Wilson, of
The Proof That Ellsworth Headson Ailiaon, Mias
SOUTH LAM OISE.
Southwest Harbor, regret to know of her
Ashley, Mr*. Edith McBowels.
Collum, daughter Rath and son Miles,
er* Cannot Deny.
Miss Margaret Young, who ha* been critical illness.
If
are
to
you
subject
constipation, you Mrs. Susie Bobbins, Mr*. Melissa Bobemployed in Pawtucket, B. I., severs!
Leslie J. Rich, of Rockland, made a
should svoid strong drugs and cathartics. bins, Robert
Tenney, Mian Maude Bobmonth*, ii home.
short visit with his parents, Capt. Levi
They only (ire temporary relief, and their bins, Mr*. McDonald. Mrs. Spoflord said
Forrest Bichardeon and Lester Young Rich and wife, last week.
reaction is harmful and sometime* more she was jut u happy aa aha could be with
What could fornisb stronger evidence of attended the installation of officers by
The ladies’ aid sewing circle will meet
annoying than constipation. They in no the one exception, that ber son, Henry P.
the efficiency of any remedy than the teat state Master Stetson at Bsy View grange with Mrs. Edward Banker Wednesday.
tray elect a cure, and their tendency is to A. Spoflord end wife, of Deer Isle, wen
-of time? Thousand of people testify that on Priday evening. They report an en- A picnic sapper will be served.
v eak.cn the already weak
organs with unable to be present, aa ooe or both have
evening.
joyable
Doan s Kidney Pills cure permanently.
The Christmas club held a picnic sapper e hieh they come in contact.
always been before. Mr*. Henry P. A.
Jan.
17._Y, at the home of Mrs. Vests Chaffee. About We honeatly believe that we hare the Spoflord sent a birthday cake which reHome endorsement should prove untwelve ladies were present. A good time best constipation treatment ever devised. ceived the approval of all present. DarOAK POLVT.
doubtedly the merit of this remedy.
Our faith in it is so strong that we sell it ing the evening a collation was
Edna Carter, of Seal Harbor, is visiting was enjoyed.
served,
Tears ago your friends and neighbors
James A. Thompson, of South Lebanon, on the positive guarantee that it shall not and the party ngretfally adjourned a!
Walls.
Myra
testified to the relief they had derived
cost the user a cent If it does not give en- rather a late boor
“Aunt
called
on
C.
H.
LncreNorwood Friday.
wishing
Aubrey Alley and wife are visiting Mrs. Maas.,
from the nse of Doan’s Kidney Pills,
Mr. Thompson accompanied the remains tire satisfaction and completely remedy ; tia” many mate yean of health and hapAlma Alley for s few weeks.
This preparation is called pineas.
of James Baldwin to Lawson’s point for constipation.
They now confirm their testimonials.
Bev. W. F. Emery held services in the
Recall
Orderlies.
These an prompt,
•
interment.
Jan. 13.
L. M. K.
They say time has completed the test.
Union church at Goose Cove Sunday evesoothing and most elective in action.
Jan. 14.
Kis.
S. R. Jellison, Water 9t., Ellsworth, ning.
They are made of a recent chemical disWEST BROOKS VTI.T F
ASHVLILE.
Mi, says: “I gave a testimonial for pubTheir principal ingredient is
Friends met with
Warren Haynes
covery.
The ludieu' circle will meet at the
some
lication
paryean ago in favor of Doan’s and wife
Mrs. Moses Bartlett left Tuesday for odorless, tasteless and colorless. ComSaturday evening. A pleasant
Jan. 20. Picnic dinner
Kid nay Pilla, after they had cared me of a time was spent with games and music. Dixmont.
I bined with other well known ingredients, sonage Tharaday,
Laachiin
born
case
of
thin
Daria and wife left
stab
mornkidney complaint. 1 can Refreshment* were served.
Miss Marion Ouptill, of (Jnionviile, is long established for their usefulness in
in* for Bouton, and Kin Lacy W. Jonei
waly add to-day that the cure then effected
I the treatment of constipation, it forma a
Jan. 17.
C.
at Fred Bean’s.
_
visiting
lor
been
haa
permanent.
Brookline, Mau., to be abaent this*
My case was so
tablet which is eaten just like candy.
The Sullivan creamery corporation held
“How is your boy Frit* getting along in
assure that 1 waa laid up for several days,
They may be taken at any time, either weeks.
W.
a
at
M.
Petiee’s
meeting
recently
der
store,
There waa a constant
•lanet helpless.
college7” “Ach! He is halfback in
At the annual boaineea meeting of tin
day or night, without (ear of their censpain in the small of my back, and at time# der feet ball team and all der way back in
inconvenience whatever.
They Udiea' circle Thoraday the followin|
will care any case ing any
Remedy
Foley's
Kidney
an almost complete retention of the kid- his studies."
of kidney or bladder trouble that is not be- do not gripe, purge nor cause nausea. officers were elected: Mina Lacy Jooea
yond the reach of medicine. It invigorates
ney secretion*. The use of foar boxes of
act without causing any pain or ex- president; Mrs. Kate Daria,
vice-presithe entire system and strengthens the kid- They
own GET RUN DOWN
Doan’s Kidney Pills, procured at Moore’s
neys so they eliminate the imparities from cessive looseness of the bowels. They are dent ; Mrs. O. E. Snow, Mrs. Robinson
Weak
and
miserable.
If
Backache, rheumatism, kidney ideal for
yon hare Kidney or the blooddnw store, rid me of my trouble, and I beMiss
delicate
H. Staples and Mrs. Ida Fsrnham
weak,
children,
persons
Bladder trooble, Dull head pains. Dizziness, and bladder troubles are all cured by this
lieve they an worthy of my endorse- Nervousness,
Pains in the bath, and feel tired great medicine,
and tged people es well es for the most
t. A. Pascsuu
all over, get a package of Mother Gray’s
It IS a danperoa* thin* to take a
ment.”
coast
Al *»f RALIAN-LKAP
I hearty person.
the pleasant herb
medicine containing opiate* teat meralv still
For sale by all dealers.
Price 60 cents. core. It never fails. We have
Rev. I. W. Williams Testifies
They come in two size packages—12 tab- vonr congh instead of curing it. Poler'i
many testimonials
from
grateful people who have used
Rev. I W. Williams. Huntington, W. Va..
Footer-Mil burn Co., Bn Oslo, New York,
"“DfT and Tar looaena and cures the ooogl
this wonderfu* remedy. As a regulator it has writes us as follows: MTbis is to certify that lets 10 cents, 38 tablets 25 cents. Kemem,be poisonons germs, thus pre•Ola agents for the United States.
no equal. Ask for Mother Gray's AustroilsnI used Foley’s Kidney Remedy for nervous ber yon can obtain them only at our store venting pneumonia and
consumption. He
Lrof
at
Druggists or sent by mail for SO ct#. exhaustion and kidney trouble, and am free to —The Bexall Store.
Berne tuber the name—Dean’s—and take
E. G. Moore, cor.
oni*
genaim
IW-lSf"01" T*'*fke
Sample FREE. Address, The Mother Gray say that Foley's Kidney Remedy will do all
*“ “** JreJJow »«*»«*
*o other.
i
Co., LeRoy, Jf. Y.
G.
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Here’s the Proof.
Mr. L. Rot an t*. Bbhopol Scranton, Pa. says: —4* On .the 7th of
this present months as I was kafir g
the building at noon for Urwh. I
slipped and feD. spraining my wrist.
1 returned in the afternoon, and at
four ockxk t could not bold a penal in my hand. I returned home
later and purchased a bottle cd

Sloan’s
Liniment
aad u*«d it five or six times before
I went to bed, and the next day I
was able to
go to wock and use my
hand as usual.” *

Sloan’s Liniment
is

an

excellent anti-

septic and germ

killer—heals cuts,

bums,

wounds and

contusions, and will
draw the poison
from sting of poi-

Drags.

sonous

insects.

36e.,S0c.aad $1.00
fcwio. fMtle. *****
.Ml p.Mltry •*»*

Dr. Earl S. Sloan,

I

UJJL

HOME CURE FOR ECZEMA.
Dow it not mm Niup that so many
year in and year oat with ecsemnt
A Kvenl bottle of n
wash nope
the itch and will rarely convince any patient.
Thie waah in oompoeed of mild and
soothing oil of winteigmen mixed with
thymol and glycerine, etc., and known »s
D. D. D. Preacription. We do not know
how long the D. D. IX Inborn!once will
continue the 25c offer, aa the remedy «
regularly sold only In $L00 bottle, and has
never before been pot on the market on
any special offers.
If you want relief to-night
try a bottle
at 25c on oar personal iMMM^M.a.iicn.
E. O. Moou.

people suffer

A Htliablt Rutty
FOR

CATARRH
Crus Bali
Elf’s
is
atoss(M.
i inch I?
Gives Relict

at

Ones

It cleaib«i, soothes,
h«ila and protects
the dis-m&ed membrane resulting from Catarrh and drive*
sway a Cold in the Head quickly. Restore*
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full sire
50 eta. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 15 eta.
Ely Brothers. 56 Warren Street, New York.

HrfKTttscounte.

COUNTY NEWS.

The Bad
Effects of

BROOKUN.
\, K. Farnsworth returned from Boston

Sunday.
Fred Ford and wife visited at Warren

Ford's Sunday.
Capft Fred Phillips and wife spent

CONSTIPATION

few

a

week.
days in Surry last
Haskell Powers, of Deer Isle, is visiting
bis sister, Mrs. E. L. Allen.

Impure blood, offensive breath,
heavy head, shortness of
breath, bilious attacks, fitful
sleep, loss of appetite, feverish

Mr. Thompson and Pearl Tapley, who
coasting, are home.

have been

conditions,

Mrs. Adelaide Marks and Miss Addie
have gone to Somerville, Maas.,
for the winter.
Capt. W. H. Freethy and wife, who have
been visiting friends in Yonkers, N. Y.,
and Lawrence, Maas., will return home

all

come

from

one

cause—Constipation.

Marks

Trust Company, the executor therein named.
Edward P. Currier, late of Sedgwiek, in said
county, deceased. First account of Sarah A.
Currier, executrix, filed for settlement.
Sarah G. Harriman, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. First account of Leland P. Lowell, admluistrator, filed for settlement. Also private account of Leland
P. Lowell, filed for allowance against said es-

remedy these conditions because they remove the cause.
They start the bowels, work
the liver, sweeten the breath,
cleanse the blood, tone the
stomach, clear the head, improve the appetite and bridg
restful sleep.
The oldest and best corrective medicine before the public
is Beccham’s Pills.
■old Imrwhn.

la boxM lOr, and 0c.

Battraiftf inn Sttimboiti

In Effect Nov. 20, 1909.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
BAR HARBOR... .It
Horrento..
Sullivan..
Mt Desert Ferry.
Waukeag S Fy.
Hancock.
Franklin Road.
Wash’gt’n June.
1WORTH
Ellsworth Falla
Nicolin.
Green Lake.
Phillip# Lake.
Holden.
Brewer June..
BANGOR.ar

11 00
11 07
11 12
111 25
11 85
:n 42
11 50
12 00
12 15

A M

P M

io ao

3
4
4
6
5
5
16
15

11 30
11 87
111 40
til 48
UeA7
12 05
12el0
12e28i
12«81
12639
12646
1 04
1 10

80
10
50.
20 10
27 10
80 10
80 10
47 10

05
12
15
25
45
57
10
19
84
58
50
50
25

..

BAR HARBOR....ar

Feb. 22-20.
SEDGWICK.

Ralph Buckminster ku tonsilitas.
Ralph B. Means hasreturned (ran
to Boston.

a

trip

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.88
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 16.88
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
t Stops on signal to conductor.
« Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
a Stops to leave nut not to take passengers.
These trains oonnectat Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

The masonic installation wtU take place
Wednesday evening, Jan. 38.
Passengers are earnestly requestty to proCarl Byard is home with his bride, vis- cure tickets before
entering tne trains, and
iting his parents, Capt. E. A. Byard and •especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
fSllffwortn.
wife.

F. E. BOOTHBY,
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MoDONALD.
Vice President & General Manager.
Portland, Me.

Charles Dority is doing the blaekamithngattheJ.H. Lancaster shop while Mr.
Lancaster la absent.
■

Frank W. Allen gave a whist party te
twenty of the young people Saturday
evening. A pleasant evening was spent.
Miss Abbie Hinckley, matron of the Belfast hospital, who has been heme on a
visit, left last week for Portland. Alter a
short visit in that city, Miss Hinckley will
proceed to Xew York, where she will take
a

post-graduate

Eastsri SteamsltiD Gum
Redaeetl Winter Fares,

course.

Jan. 17.

H.

#3.00

SAitGEN’TVXLLE.
Charles Billing* is at home lor hfee winter.

Between Bar Harbor and Boston

Miss Incogeae Qrant is tewehiuif at Fort
Fairfield.
Elmer E. Cummings was in Portland
business last week.

on

Mrs. Lida Harkness is spending a lew
weeks in New York.
Miss Flora L. Bowden has returned to
her school at Hull, Mass.
Miss

Abigail Hinckley has gone to
where she is employed.
William Simmons, who has been eaaployed on the steamer Camden, is at

Portland,
home.

Booth bay leaves Bar Harbor 10 *•
a he, Mondays aad Thursdays -for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Manset,
Sloolngton, North Haven and dockland, conneotlrg with steamer for Boston.
Steamer

Sinking.

ceremony they returned to Charles Henderson’s, where they spent a few days before going to their home at Beaville.
Thursday evening a party of friends of

as some

manufacturers. In their

advertisements, would make it appear. In
the case of medicines the law
provides that
certain drugs shall be
mentioned on the
labels If they are ingredients of the prepara-

tions.

Agent, Bar Harbor.

are

Miss Maggie Walls, of Indian Point,
and Alien Cole, of Beaville, were married
in BloehUl Thursday, Jan. 6. After the

preparation,

Ely’s Cream Balm, the well-known
family remedy for oold In the head, hay fever
and natal catarrh, doesn’t contain a tingle injurious drug, so the makers have simply to
print the fact that It complies fully with all
the requirements of the law.

RRSIDKNT OWNBRS.

Emerson Preble,
i
Wilmont Smith,
Jackson A. Tracy,
R. V.&8.L Smith,
Ophelia A. Whitten,
Mrs. Lizzie Young,

160
116
100
180
82
74

300
800
300
280

702

$2,600

NON-RESIDENT OWNBRS.

50
Eben Ashley estate,
200
Howard C. Baker,
80
Colin Baker estate,
80
C. F. Baker,
Sidney U. and Edwin
W. Doyle.
2,300
87
U. O. Bunker,
160
Frank B. Condon,
William A. French,
1,600
600
F. W. Goodwin.
Elizabeth Hall,
Sarah A. Hill,
William Hill.

100
25
75
65
150
13
150

Benjamin Havey,
Samuel Libbey,
William R. Martin,
Frank P. Noyes,
Edward O'Brien,
Thomas Perry,
J. F. Plummer,
D. C. Smith and
H. 8. Buzzell,
Everett Smith,

Alonzo Smith,
Helen W. Smith and
Louise H. Whitten,
William Sperry,
Frank P. Stone,
Isaiah Tracy,

Jnd|e

Bankrupt'* Petition for Olschtife.
In the matter of
j
1 In Bankruptcy.
Gkobob B. Clabk,
)
Bankrupt,
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dietrict Court of the United States for the District of Maine.
E.
SO RGB
CLARK, of Eden, in
the count/ of Hancock and State
aine, in said district, respectfully represents, that on the 6th day of November,
last punt, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his
property and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of said
acts and of the orders of court touching his

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted bylaw from such discharge.
a. a.
d. i»iu.
1910.
Dated this
mis 10th
win day
of January, a.
aay or
Geobob E. Clabk,

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon.
On this 16th day of January,'*, d. 1910, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
had upon the tame on the 4th day of
February, a. d. 1910, before aaid court
at
district, at ten
Portland, in said
in
o’clock
the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And ft is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 15th day of
January, a. d. 1910.
Jambs E. Hbwby, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Jambs E. Hbwby, Clerk.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
BEUBECN HUTCHINS. late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make paymeut immediately.
Earl A. Hutchins.
Bucksport, Jan. 0,1916.

THE

60
200
80
80

la what your money will earn if
Invested In shares of the

InartkLoai ail Boiling; isl

THE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
LEONORA BURN8, late of TRENTON,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Horacb W. Burns.
Ellsworth, R. F. D. No. 1, Jan. 6,1910.

THE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
JOHN F. LEAR, late of LAMOINE,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All perdemands against the estate
sons having
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imFrbd L. Hodgkins.
mediately.
Lamoine, Jan. 5,1910.

THE

now

open.

Sham, II each i monthly pay
menu, II per than.

WHY PAT BEHT
can borrow Ton toot
a first mortgage and
ererr month f Monthly
payment* ana Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for

when

you

share*, Eire
reduce It

rent,

and In about ten year* you

OWN TOUR OWN HOMS.
For

particulars Inquire of

O. W. Taplbt, Bee’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

A. WJKoro, President

Sroportion

TOWNSHIP

80

600

78
90
5

100
90
10

200

200

185
50

135
60
500
10
105

22 00
75 60
100
25
75
65
160
13
150
100
100
75
100
90
10

Name of

Total
Total

185
50
500
10
105
1 00

non-residents, 14,783 $14,863
702
2.600
residents,

$148 63

26 00

$174 68
15,486 $17,463
Totals,
We hereby appoint R. V. Smith, of Steuben,
as agent to superintend the expenditure of
the sum of $20.05 under our direction upon
the roads in said township No. 7; the sum of
$27.00 of said assessment together with the

amounts received from the State is to be expended upon the State road as directed by the
State commissioner of highways; the remaining sum of $127.58 of saia assessment is applied by us to the amount expended by said
agent under our direction to put said roads in
repair after the heavy storm in September,
1909.
TOWNSHIP NUMBER 9.

Upon township No. 9. we assess the sum of
$109.20 for the repair of roads in said township
as provided in Chapter 100 of the public laws
of Maine for the year 1909; and being desirous of State aid for permanent improvements
of the State road in said township, we hereby

10;

Brinted

J

WESTERN PART.

150 120
850 6 80

8 00
81 44

405 3 24
810 6 48
700
2,710
250
250
600

100

10,191 $19,634
$157 07
We hereby appoint Lincoln C. Bragdon, of
as
to
the
ex*
Franklin,
agent
superintend
penditure of $75.68 under our direction upon
the roads in the Western Part of township
No. 10, commencing at the East line of township No. 9 and extending to a stake marked

subscriber hereby gives notice that
they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament of
WILLIAM ROLAND MILLIKEN, late of

THE

SURRY,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased

\

desired to present

subscriber hereby gives notice thai
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
SAMUEL J. MORRISON, late of ELLS-

THE

WORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate

of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted tteieto
are requested to make payment

immediately.

William W. Morrison.

Ellsworth, Jan. 5,1910.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
HANNAH A. DODGE, late of BROOKS-

THE

VILLE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
North

Ira J. Cousins.

Brooksville, Jan. 8, 1910.

It is therefore further ordeted that the said
Castine Water Company file its bond to the
petitioners with the county commissioners of
Hancock county in the sum of three thousand
dollars ($3,000) with sureties to be approved
condiby the said county commissioners,
tioned for said payment or deposit as required
ComWater
Castine
said
charter
of
the
by
pany. And that notice of this order be given
io the said Water Company together with notice of the petilton.
Attest:-John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

NOTICE OP FORECLOAIfllf^
is hereby given that the* undersigned. Union Trust Company, of Ells-'
worth (corporation), holds a claim by rweyt*
gage on a certain lot or parcel of Ian# #ittH
ated in Amherst, in said Hancock county, iS*"
scribed as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the northwest corner of Elijah

NOTICE

Richardson’s home lot, near the store occupied by William Johnston; thence running^
easterly bv the line of said Richardson’s land
to the S. w. corner of lot No. 39; thence northerly by line of lot No. 39 to the center of the
Main road leading from Amherst corner to
Aurora; thence westerly and southerly by the
center of said road to the place of beginning,
containing two acres, more or less, with all
buildings thereon.
Also another lot of land in said Amherst being all and the same lot described as conveyed in the deed from Jeremiah T. Giles to
William J. Johnston dated October 14. 1885,
and recorded in Hancock county registry of
deeds, in book 204, page 529, to which record
express reference is hereby made for more

particular description.

Said mortgage is dated August 7.19C8, and
recorded with Hancock county deeds, in
book 451, page 440.
The conditions of said
mortgage have been broken and remain unperformed, by reason whereof the undersigned mortgagee claims foreclosure of said
mortgage and gives this notice for that purpose.
January 1.1910.
Union Trust Company, op Ellsworth,
By L. M. Moore, Treasurer,
J. A. Peters, attorney.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
been duly appointed adminisestate of
FRANCES B. GRINDLE, late of QRLAND.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
aving demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Nobbis L. Gkindlb.
Orland. Jan. 8,1910.
he has
THE
trator of the

given

L*—N.

We Have
for

making good
a

a

Recipe

cup

that is worth while;
makes breakfast always
one

\

Osatstvsimnalnf
era] merchants throughout
tbs State.

VjHURSTONdKlNGSBURV^

are

the same for settlement, and all indebted
I thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Flora F. Milliken, 8urry, Me.
Howard A. Milliken, Hallowell, Me.
Herbert E. Milliken, Waterville, Me.
Jan. 6,1910.

j

A perfectly blended product; selected with the greatest care,
blended by people bow know how,
for people who know good cofee;
roasted to a nicety, and packed m
1 air and dust proof pound tins. Try
it once!

y
\

Tax.

J»ut

Upon township No. 10, Western Part, we asthe sum of $142.57 for the repair of roads
in said township as provided in chapter 150 of
the public laws of Maine for the year 1909;
and being desirous of State aid for permanent improvements of the State road in said
township we hereby raise and appropriate in

10,180

STATE OF MAINE.

Valu-

ation.

assessment is applied by us to the amount expended by said agent under our direction to
said roads in repair after the heavy storm
n September, 1909.
It is hereby ordered that a list of townships
and of the foregoing assessments thereon be
published in the Ellsworth American, a paper
in the county where the lands lie.
iree weeks successively, the last publication
to be within three months from the date of
this assessment.
Ellsworth, Maine, December 31, A. D. 1909.
Orlando W. Foss,
) Co. Comr’s
Fred R. Page,
for
Melville L. Allen, ) Hancock Co.
A true copy.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

sess

Tax.
$6 00
843
25

owner.

upon the State road in said townexpended
by the State commissioner of
ship as directed
highways; the remaining sum of $8.50 of said

$5,760

$750
1,054
25

payment

?oing

$115 20
We hereby appoint Lincoln C. Bragdon, of
Franklin, as agent to superintend tbe expenditure of $40 under our direction upon the
roads in said township No. 7; the sum of $6
of said assessment together with the amount
received from the State is to be expended
upon the State road in said township as directed by the State commissioner of highways; the remaining sum of $69.20 of said assessment is applied by us to the amount expended by said agent under our direction to
put said roads in repair after the heavy
storm in September, 1909.
TOWNSHIP NDMBBk

THE

Sublication

raise and appropriate in addition to said
amount regularly raised and appropriated for
the care of highways and bridges in said
township, the sum of $6, it being fifty cents
for each one thousand dollars of the valuaSaid assessments
tion of said township.
amount in all to the sum of $115.20. Valuation $5,760. Rate of taxation, one cent on a
dollar. And we hereby assess upon each of
the several owners named in the following list,
his respective proportion therein set down of
said sum of $115.20, as follows:
No.
ValuTax.
acres, ation.
Name of owner.
E. H. Oreely, H. E.
Hamlin and Walter B. Crossman
(formerly J. P.
2,025
$2,025
$40 50
Gordon),
500
500
10 00
Nash A Bewail,
Jasper Wyman A
64 70
2,000
3,235
Son,

4,625

Hancock as.
To the Honorable, the County Commissioner*
of Hancock county:
undersigned, W. F. Collins, of Gloucester, Sarah L. Collins, Annie Collinik
Frank I. Collins and Willard F. Collins, all of
Watertown, Annie E. Collins, widow of Frank
L. Collins and Mrs. W. C. Collins, widow of
the late W. O. Collins, all of said Watertown.,
being all the heirs, including the widow of
the late W. C. Collins, respectfully represent
that the Castine Water Company, a corporation existing under the laws of Maine, by virtue ot chapter 184 of the private and special
laws of the year 1895, ana the amendment*
thereof and the additions thereto, said corporation being located in Castine, in said
county, on January 1, 1909, took under the
authority of its charter and gave notice that
It should take, hold and use as for public use*
the following described tract or parcel Of
land situated in said Castine, to wit:
Beginning on the northwest side of Hlfh
itreet at land of Thomas E. Hale; the***
westerly along said street about eight hunIred and seventy-five feet to land of the laft*
3eo. H. Witherle; thence at nearly right
angles along said Witherle line northerly
about two hundred and twenty-three feet to
(take and stones; thence northeasterly along
line of land of said Witherle and land of Ml
1. Abbott abcot five hundred and seventy-oao
Feet to stake and stones on land of said Halet
thence southerly on line of said Hale about
nineteen feet to stake and stones: thane*
easterly along said Hale’s land about tw*
hundred and forty-five feet to stake anil
■tones; thence along said Hals’s land southerly about four hundred and thirty• nine foot
to place of beginning, the above described
premises being known as the “Collins Swanp”.
That the undersigned have sustained damage by such taking and using of said land of
which they are the owners;
That the undersigned and said’ Water Company do not agree upon the amount of compensation for such taking and using;
Wherefore, your petitioners pray tbatdu*
notice be given by your honorable board and
that you cause the damages for such taking
to be assessed as provided in the act of incorporation of said Water Company.
And further, your petitioners allege that,
■aid Water Company has begun to occupy
such land before the rendition of any Judgment for damages for the taking thereof.
Wherefore, your petitioners pray that the
■aid Water Company may be required to iilo
Its bond with your honorable board in such,
sum and with such sureties as may be approved by you conditioned for the
ot said damages, or a deposit with the clerk
of such sum as may be finally awarded as.
damages, with coBts when recovered by your
petitioners, within ninety days after notice of
the final judgment shall have been received
by the clerk of courts.
Dated at Ellsworth, in said county, this 14th.
day of December, 1909.
W. F. Collins,
Sarah L. Collins,
Annie Collins,
Fbank I. Collins,
Willard F. Collins,
Annie E. Collins,
Mbs. W. C. Collins,
All by John A. Peters, their attorney.

Hancock sb.:—Coart of County Commli*
sioners, October Term, A. D. 1900.
41
bell & Co.,
Upon the foregoing petition the commli'
$27
3,741 $2,741
A. Camplell & Co
16 84 sioners being satisfied that the petitioner*
1.684
1,684
Heirs of Mark Frost,
820 are responsible, that an inquiry into the
820
820
Albert E. Mace,
320
320 merits is expedient, and that the petitioner*
820
ought to be heard touching the matter eel
Whitcomb, Haynes
forth in their petition;
& Co.,
60
87
6,087
6,087
Order—That the county commissioners meet
10.400
7,800 78 00 138 87
at the Castine House, in said town of Castine,
on
52
Wednesday, the 16th day of February, A. D.
$189
$18,952
21,652
at 10 o’clock A. M., ana thence proceed t*
We hereby appoint Charles P. Silsby, of 1910,
view the property mentioned in said petition*
of
Aurora, to superintend the expenditure
after which view, a hearing or
immediately
$141.52 under our direction upon the roads in the parties and witnesses will be had at some
said township No. 22; the sum of $22.50 of said convenient
in the vicinity, and such
place
received
assessment together with the amount
other measures taken in the premises as the
from the State is to be expended upon the commissioners shall
judge proper. And it i*
State road in said township as directed by
further
the 8tate commissioner of highways; the renotice of the time, place ana
Ordered—That
maining sum of $25.50 of said assessment is purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting afore*
applied by us to the payment of the amount said be given to all persons and corporation#
expended by said agent under our direction interested by serving an attested copy of the
to put said roads in repair after the heavy
petition and this order thereon, upon the
storm in September, 1909.
clerk of the town of Castine, a like copy upon
TOWNSHIP NUMBER 28.
the Castine Water Company by serving said
copy upon the clerk of said corporaUpon township No. 28, Middle Division, we attested
tion, and by posting up attested copies a*
assess the sum of $89.78 for the repair of roads
in said township as provided in Chapter 150 of aforesaid in three public places in said town
days at least before the time
the public laws of Maine for the year 1909; thirty
and being desirous of State aid for perma- appointed for said view, and by pubnent improvements of the State road in said lishing the petition and order thereon,
successively in the Ellsworth
township we hereby raise and appropriate in three weeks
addition to said amount regularly raised and American, a newspaper published at Ellscounty of Hancock, the first
appropriated for the care of highways and worth, in the
to be thirty days at least before
bridges in said township, the sum of $83, it
of
said
le
time
view, that all persons ana
valuabeing fifty cents for each $1,000 of the
Said assessments corporations interested may attend and b*
tion of said township.
amount in all to the sum of $72.73. Valua- heard if they think fit.
And whereas it has been made to appear
tion, $22,040. Rate of taxation, .0033 on a dolthat the said Castine Water Company has belar.
No.
Valugun to occupy the land described in the foreTax.
petition of W. F. Collins and others beacres. ation.
Name of owner.
ore the rendition of any judgment for said
160
$ 50
A. Campbell & Co.,
$ 160
and,
taking,
William M. Nash.
5,012
5,012
Whereas the petitioners have asked in theirWilliam M. Nash,
that the said Castine Water Company
petition
executor,
4,105
[4,105
may be required to file its bond to said peWhitcomb, Haynes
titioners with the county commissioners inj
42 12
& Co.,
12,768
12,763
such sum and with such sureties as they may
conditioned for the payment of suck*
$72 78 approve
22,040 $22,040
damages as may be awarded for such taking*
We hereby appoint Charles P. Silsby, of or a deposit with the clerk of said county
commissioners of such sum as may be finally
Aurora, as agent to superintend the expenditure of the sum of $31.28 under our direction awarded as damages with costs when recovupon the roads in said township No. 7; the ered by the petitioners within ninety days
sum of $33 of said assessment together with
after notice of final judgment shall have been
the amount received from the State is to be
received by the clerk of courts;

100
200

100

No.
acres,

ILcgal tfoito*.

George R. Camp-

1 15

Lewis Kidder and
John 8. Young,

22.

vision. we assess the sum of $167.02 for the repair of roads In said township as provided in
Chapter 150 of the public laws ot Maine for
the year 1909; and being desirous of State aid
for permanent improvements of the State
road in said township, we hereby raise and
appropriate in addition to said amount regularly raised and appropriated for the care of
highways and bridges in said township, the
sum of $22.50, it being fifty cents for each
$1,000 of the valuation of said township.
Said assessments amount iu all to the sum of
$189.52. Valuation. $18,952. Rate of taxation,
one cent on a dollar. And we hereby assess
upon each of the several owners named in the
following list his respective proportion
therein set down of said sum of $189 52, as
follows:

600

7,660

NUMBER

Upon township No. 22, in the Middle Di-

We Have the Coffee

A NEW SERIES
U

raise and appropriate in addition to said
amount regularly raised and appropriated for
the care of highways and bridges in said
township, the sum of $14.50, it being fifty cents
for each $1,000 of the valuation of said township. Said assessments amount in all to the
sum of $108.40.
Valuation, $5,170. Rate of
taxation two cents on a dollar.
And we
herebv assess upon each of the several owners
named in the following list, bis respective
therein set down of said sum of
108.40, as follows:
No.
ValuName of owner.
acres, ation.
Tax.
A. Cambpell A Co.,
$62 70
2,508 $8,185
M. H. Cook.
60
1 20
50
John L. McDevitt and
30
30
60
Ralph McDevitt,
18$
190
380
Qeorge Downing,
William M. Nash, exr, 960
24 00
1,200
W. H. Robertson,
600
260
Woodbury Small es156
195
890
tate,
Aaron Wooster,
50
•or
120

1,600 16 00

100
60

5
105

TOWNSHIP NUMBER 10, EASTERN PAST.
Upon township No. 10, Eastern Part, in the
south division we assess the sum of $88 90 for
the repair of roads iu said township as provided iu Chapter 150 of the public laws of
Maine for the year 1909; and being desirous
of State aid for permanent improvements of
the State road in said township we hereby

23 00
90
160

2,300
90
160

100
25
75
65
150
13
150
100
100
75

120

regair

4,188
$6,170
$10840
We hereby appoint Ssmnel N. Campbell, of
Cherry field, as agent to superintend the expenditure of $54 05 under our direction upon
the roads in the Eastern Pan of township no.
$6 00 10, commencing at a stake marked “A” on the
350 north side of said road and extending to the
300 west line of Cherryfleld; the sum of $14.50 of
800 said assessment together with the amount re300 ceived from the State is to be expended upon
250 the State roads in said township as directed by
the State Commissioner of highways; the re$26.00 maining sum of $84.86 of said assessment is
applied by us to the payment of the amount
expended by said agent under our direction
to put said roads in repair after the heavy
200 storm in
September, 1909.
80

Name of owner.
750
A. Campbell St Co.,
John W. Blaiadell,
1,051
25
Charles Emery,
Franklin Land, Mill
and Water Company, 150
850
F. W. Goodwin,
10,180
E. H. Greely, U. E.
Hamlin and
800
Gideon L. Joy,
405
C. Vey Holman,
810
William M. Nash,
Nash St Bewail,
2,710
58
Joseph Oubntt,
4
James A. Robbins,
A L. Stewart St Sons, 600
Ward Bros. & Wyman, 100

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

The u. g, Government in its “Pure Food
Law” does not “indorse” or “guarantee” any

fiublic

Vow tnrMne steel steamer Belfast leaves Boston at* p m, Tuesdays and Fridays for Rook,
land.

R. L. SviTti,

"AM stand lug on ths northern aide of said
road; the ram of (14.60 of said assessment together with the amount received from the
State is to be expended upon the State roads
in said township ac direction by the State
commissioner of highways; remaining sum of
$66.88 of said assessment is applied by ns to
the payment of the amount expended by said
agent under our direction to put said roads in
after the heavy storm in September,

AT

addition to said amount regularly raised and
appropriated for the care of highways and
bridges in said township tbe sum of $14 50, it
being fifty cents for each $1,000 of tbe valuation
of said Western Part of said township. Said
assessments amount in all to the sura of
$157.07- The valuation is $19,631. The rate of
taxation, eight mills on a dollar. And we
assess upon each of the several owners
hereby
named in the following list, his respective
roportion therein set down of said sum of
167.07, as follows:

_

the groom met at Mr. Henderson’s for a
serenade. After the bride had been
introduced, refreshments were served and
a pleasant hour was
spent in conversation
and mosic.
Jan. 10.
C.

Frank O. Farnham, late of Penobscot, in
said county, deceased.
8econd account of
Charles B. Gibbs, administrator, filed for settlement.
Giles H. Sargent, late of Mount Desert, In
said county, deceased. First and final account
of Walter Sargent and Roderick D. Sargent,
administrators, filed for settlement.
John E. Dorr, late of Aurora, In said counSecond account of E. A. Richty, deceased.
ardson, administrator, filed for settlement.
Samuel C. Leslie, ir., late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. First account of Joseph H.
Fisher and William F. Leslie, administrators,
filed for settlement.
Noah Brooks, Igte of Castine, In said county, deceased. Fourth account of Charles C.
up;
pham, trustee, filed for settlement. In said
Isaac P. Eastman, late of Orland,
county, deceased. Petition filed by Fred C.
Rich, administrator,
for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, as described In said petition.
Charles L. Myrick, late of Gouldsboro, in
■aid county, deceased. Petition filed by Fred
P. Sargent, administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Freeland R. Bunker, late of Winter Harbor,
in said county, deceased. Petition filed by
Stella A. Pendleton, administratrix, lor license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Helen P. Colby, minor, of Bucksport, in
said county. Petition filed by Nyada Colby,
guardian, lor license to sell certain real estate
•f said minor, as described In said petition.
John B. Dorr, late of Aurora, in said county, deceased. Petition filed by E. A. Richardson, administrator, that an order be issued to
distribute among the heirs of said deceased,
the amount remaining in the hands of said
administrator, upon the filing of his second
account.
Caroline B. Dodge, late of Brooksville, in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
George M. Dodge, widower, for an allowance
out of the personal estate of said deceased.
George Lewis Harmon, late of Southwest
Harbor, in said county, deceased. Report of
commissioners for partition of the real estate
of said deceased, fifed for acceptance by said
court.
EDWARD B. CHASE,
of said Court.
A true copy of the original oi
Attest:—T. F. Mahomxy, Register.

STATE OT MAINE.
County of Hancock ss.:
the court of county commissioners begun and holden at Ellsworth, within
and for the county of Hancock on the second
Tuesday of October, A. D. 1909, and by adjournment on the 27th day of December, A. D. 1909;
the county commissioners in accordance with
Chapter ISO of the public laws of Maine, for
the year A. D. 1909. having first made an annual inspection in the month of September
of said year of all the county roads in the unincorporated townships and tracts of land in
said county anc having thereupon made an
estimate or the amount needed Co put them
in repair, so as to be safe and convenient for
travel, do hereby assess upon the folowing unincorporated townships and tracts
of land in said county of Hancock, for tbe
above-named purposes of putting and keeping said roads in repair; and also for permanent improvements on State roads in accordance with Chapter 69 of the public laws of
1909 as follows, to wit:
TOWNSHIP NUMBIR 7.
Upon township No. 7, we assess the sum of
the
for
$147.63
repair of roads in said township as provided in Chapter 160 of the public
laws of Maine for the year 1909; and being desirous of State aid for permanent improvements of the State road in said township we
hereby raise and appropriate in addition to
said amount regularly raised and appropriated for tbe care of highways and bridges in
said township, the sum of $27.00, it being fifty
cents for each one thousand dollars of the
valuation of said township. Said assessments
amount in all to the sum of $174.6$. Valuation, $17,463.00. Rate of taxation, one eent on
a dollar.
And we hereby assess upon each
of the several owners named in the following
list, his respective proportion therein set
down of said sum of $174.68, as follows:
ValuNo.
Name of owner.
acres. ation.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
EDMUND H. COLBY, late of HANCOCK,
Steamer Catherine leaves BloeblU 9 00 a m, in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
Mondays and Thursdays for South Blueh'.ll, being required by the terms of said will.
UrookUo, Sedgwick, Deer lele, SargenlvlUe, All persons having demands against the esSouth Breoksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
connecting with steamer for Boston.
thereto are requested to make payment im*
Elvira J. Colby.
k mediately.
RETURNING
Hancock, Jan. 6,1910.

Mrs. Pitt W. Dsn forth, who spent the
Leave Rockland at £.15 a m. or on arrival of
Christmas holidays with her mother, has steamer
from Boston. Wednesdays and Saturreturned to East Orange, N. J.
day# for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, sad intermediate landings.
Jan. IQ.
Sim.

Herbert Candage and two children
ill ol diphtheria.

of the executors therein named.

Margaret A. Leach, late of Bucksport, in
county, deceased. A certain Instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by the Kenduskeag

Mrs. Eliza Ann Griffin died at the home
son Saturday morning, Jan. 15. For
A 08 tlO
16 16 all
eighteen years Mrs. Griffin had been a
6 24 til
t6 81
helpless invalid. Last March Mr. Griffin
6 89 |U
died, and since then she had been tenderly
6 50 11
cared for by her son and bis wife. No one
11
7
P M
has known Mrs. Griffin but to praise her
Portland.ar
4 00
6 40 12 50 4
for the many kindly deeds done. Through Boston.ar j 8 00
9 05
5 80 8
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
these long years of suffering she bore
her pain with patience and Christian forBoston.
titude. Mrs. Griffin is survived by one
son—Edward W., of this place, and three Portland...Iv
half-sisters—Mrs. Charles Carter, of this BANGOR.lv
Brewer June.
town; Mrs. Ada Shea, of Bar Harbor, and Holden
Mrs. Ida Dieter, of Washington state, and Phillips Lake
Green Lake
two grandchildreu. Services will be held
Nicolin
The ! Ellsworth Falls.
at her late h >me Monday, Jan. 17.
LS WORTH
2EIis
extended
of
the
community
sympathy
Wash’gt’n June
to the bereaved family.
Franklin Road.
Hancock
list Fkmmk.
Jan. 17.
Waukeag, 8 Fy
Mt Desert Ferry
8allivan
BOO'T! EllHworth Food Fair, Horrento
of her

Nahum B. Grant, late of Hancock, In said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Orlando W. Foss,
said

BEECHAN’S
PILLS

Naskeag lodge, F. and A. M., will hold
installation at its hall Wednesday evening, Jan. 2B. The church aid
society will serve supper.

public

Horace Pease was called to Bedford,
Mass., Wednesday by the death of his
sister, Mrs. MabelBmith. Many will remember Mrs. Smith in town before she
married, as she spent many summers
many friends by
here, where she made
ber sunny disposition and her willingThe
ness to assist in all public functions.
sympathy of her friends here goes out to
her brother, H. M. Pease, of this town,
and to the son, mother, sister and brother
in Massachusetts.
Hrooklin lodge, I. O. O. F., and Center
Harbor Hebekah lodge held a joint installation at Odd Fellows ball Monday
evening, Jan. 10. Miss Annie E. Gray, D. D.
P.,of Ellsworth,and Mrs. Belle Bridges,G.
M. installed tbe following officers for the
Hebekah lodge: Mrs. Lizzie McFarland,
N. U.; Miss Bernice Mayo, V. G.; Miss
Alice
Herrick, secretary; Mrs. Rachel
Herrick, treasurer; Mrs. Carrie Griffin,
warden; Mrs. Hattie Joyce, conductor;
Mrs. Alice Stanley, R. 8. N. G.; Mrs.
Edith Phillips, L. 8. N. O.; Mrs. Linnie
Uott, R. 8. V. G.; Miss Grace Tapley, L. 8.
V. G.; Mrs. Belle Bridges, I. G.; Warren
Ford, O.G.; Mrs. Frances Bridges, chaplain; Mrs. Rose Allen, P. N. G. Refreshments were served.

see cause.

one

The Good
Effects of

Tuesday.
9

itgal Notta*.

Etgal ITotiai.
To all persons interested in either of the estatei hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fourth
day of January, a. d. 1910.
fTIHB following matters haring been preX aented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it ia hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persona interested
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
that they may apEllsworth, in said county,
__
pear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the first dcj
of February, a. d. 1910, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

of cofee,
one that
start the

day aright.
Drop us a postal to send you
‘My wife’s recipe for good coffee'
It is sent free

on re-

quest, anywhere.

Roaster/ & Packer/-

Snattsranit*.

SUmtteuunUk

EHDED BEFORE BEGliN
By ANNA WOODBRIDGE.
(Copyright, 1910. by American Press Association.]
love affair of which I
■raa not conscious till it was all over.
Bow could this be? Listen and 1 will

I hare had

a

toll you.
I went to Paris to study art I was
Ben a girl of nineteen. 1 lived in a
live
pension occupying one door of a
glory building. There was an elevator,
me of that foreign kind which you

SIXTIETH ANNUAL REPORT of the
Directors of the UNION MUTUAL LIFE

The

INSURANCE COMPANY to Policyholders
is herewith submitted.

Enter, shut the doors, press a button,
«nd the cage takes you up, stopping at
fourth door.
pour door. I lived on the
Sometimes I used the elevator and
Sometimes walked up or down the
Staircase. One day when ascending on
foot a door opened at the third lauding and a young man came out and
He was very
met me on the staircase.
handsome, with great, dreamy eyes,
1 wished to
snd faultlessly dressed.
look at him, but be kept bis eyes fixed
on me, and I felt constrained to turn
mine away.
There was that about him which
made me desirous to see him again,
hot we did not happen to meet for
Several days. Then we met quite freI was so conceited as to
ink that he learned the hour when
Tee me from the art school and met me
Possibly he might have
■purposely,
.watched at a window for me to enter
the building. At any rate, we met so
frequently that I felt I bad reason to
snspect that it was not all accidental.
After awhile he began to raise bis
hat to me when he passed. 1 replied
to his salute with a nod which I tried
to make appear indifferent. There was
nothing presuming in his notice of me,
only civiBty. Indeed, his manner was
•o deferential as well as engaging
that I was quite won by it. in time
he gave me a scarcely perceptible
■mile in passing. 1 did not return it
f was brought up in America with the
Understanding that if yon give a
Frenchman an inch be will take an ell.
Nevertheless the time came when
there was occasion for me to speak to
him. I was carrying some sketches up
Ito my room, and one slid out of my
portfolio and fluttered down the staircase. He ran down after it, picked it
Bp and handed it to me.
His lips
.Wore one of his sweet smiles, and be
looked things unutterable with bis
eyes. Of course I thanked him, but
that was all. 1 passed on up to my
abiding place and entered without a
look behind me.
One day I became aware that another person was Interested in me. As
I entered the building where I lived
I saw a face at a window opposite.
It was the face of a man, and he
Stared at me. Indeed, it was so evident that I was an object of marked
Importance to him that 1 felt troubled. I ran into the house, took the
elevator and was lifted to my pension,
ihtfter that every day when 1 went
borne the man opposite was at his window. and every time he stared at me.
TTlnkSly I delayed or anticipated my
arrival in order to escape him.
There was such a contrast between
his manner and that of the young
man on the floor below me that I rathThe next
er warmed to the latter.

More

being still surrounded
charges than

my

action as

a

are

being gradually

over-

all of the

an

territory

delivered, representing

Insurance, having been

gain of 302 Policies, $683,151 Insurance,

over

a,

1908.

The financial strength of the Company continued
the marked and substantial growth of other years.
With.all valuations made upon

basis,

servative
an

the Assets

especially

an

con-

aggregated $16,084,397-50,

increase of $1,230,743.39 over 1908, and the Surplus

$1,337,627.65,

reached

gain

a

$353,198.24 during

of

1909.

The Premium Income for the year
two million

dollars,

was

well beyond

while other sources of revenue,

particularly rents, interest and dividends fyom investments, exhibited reasonable gains, the Total Income standing at $2,914,776.24,
Guided
mon

as are

those whc carry Policies

motive, all seeking

is there a better

liberty

of

by

one com-

to protect the home,

where

exponent of the modern idea of

thought, with unity

of purpose, than is

formed by the principles upon winch Life Insurance
is based and the amalgamated interests of thousands

people

of

the possessors of insurance

as

protection?

At the close of the year there were 42,955 Policies in

force, granting $60,<SS4,2u0 Insurance, every
them carried with some definite

representing deliberate
whatever

hardships

Through
always
death

as

does

Policyholders

particular interest
as

view,

to

of
all

conquer

Policy

is carried it stands

yet only when

beneficiaries, therefore,

have

in the fact that 455 Policies were

Death Claims in 1909,

covering $685,335.32

Insurance, and especially in the further statement
that every

most

just

claim is

procedure.

As

invariably paid

with the ut-

consistent with careful business

promptness

large

soon

as

are

due proofs of death have

Only the

fortunate individuals go through

more

life without hardship, which most frequently takes
In recognition of this truth, Union

financial form.

provision which, under the conditions enumerated
therein, keeps the insurance valid when trials multithis extended insurance feature become that it is
npw

in the laws of most of the

incorporated

and is given rank

contract.

as one

of the

important

States,

values

of a

In 1609, solely through its operation, the

Union Mutual paid 29 Death Claims, covering (39,000
Insurance.

For

a

period averaging

three and two-

thirds years no premiums had been paid upon these
Policies, and yet, when death came, they bad full
value. During the time that the extended insurance

privilege has been a part of Union Mutual Policies,
040 claims, representing (1,215,875.42 Insurance, have
been settled through the direct outcome of its protection. Ho payments made by a Life Insurance Company reach more aprreciative beneficiaries than those
secured through this advantageous factor. Where
misfortune has been the more active partner, a man
leaves little that is of value to his family, and when,
under such conditions, a policy of unrealized wortu
yields ready cash, rejoicing seems warranted.
Taxation of premiums continues a heavy charge
upon the business.

In

some

states this burden is es-

pecially excessive; in few is it reasonable. It represents an outlay which has a definite bearing upon the
cost of insurance, thus vitally touching the interests
of all who carry Policies. If those who are insured
will seek opportunities of giving legislators a clearer
understanding of this matter and endeavor to impress upon them the desirability of modification, at
least partial relief may eventually be secured.

With the beginning of 1910 some changes have
been made among the field workers. The present
forces are enthusiastic,

loyal

with the efforts that are

tiding

and ambitious, and
exerted to improve

thoroughly systematize the agency organization, there is more than the ordinary basis for anticipating a steadily growing volume of New Insurexpressed the belief
broadening prosperity was before the

One year ago the management
that a

period

of

Union Mutual Life Insurance Co. In the time that
has since elapsed the truth of this forecast has been

yet the hope is strong and well
founded that still larger advancemement will be recorded as the years pass, and that, in all ways which
well demonstrated,

without tedious

sixty-

Bespectfully submitted.

delay.
Other disbursements to Policyholders, chiefly in

payments

to

Policyholders

183.78, mating

the

so

Arthur L. Bates, Vice-President.

an

Frederick Robie,

for 1909 reached $1,237,-

aggregate

Frank E. Allen,
Selden Connor,
David G. Hamilton,

for the sixty years that

average of more than $700,000 every year

out six decades.

Edward A. Noyes,

that the total

the Company has been in business $42,931,092.73,

or

J. Frank Lang,
Henry B. Cleaves,

through-

To enumerate or even realize all

would be

task well

measure,

though it is
large good

a

beyond

Interest, Rents, ..

fa^UMBO os
Wi** 1*
$2,914,77* 24

Total,
DISBURSEMENTS.

$688,336 32
101,90S 21
302,01510
12S£1313

Death Claims
Matured and Discounted Endowments.
Surrendered Policies and Cancelled Notes...

Surplus paid Policyholders.
Annuities......
Total paid Policyholders..
and Agency Expenses.
Home Office Salaries and Legal Expenses...
Taxes on Insurance...
Taxes, Repairs and Expenses on Real Estate,
Medical Examinations.
Insurance

3,71503
$1,2#7,183 78
VHt&iKI 41
90,000 %
44,0*5 40
41,000 30
8,140 35
10,085 58
18,010 56

Advertising, Printing, Postage, etc.
All

other Disbursements.

fl,71SA0*9O
Notices of Death received during 1900.
$731,808 71
New insurance written during 1900, paidtor basis, 2,149 Policies.$3,068,017 Insurance
Insurance in Force, December, 31,1909, paid*
(or basis, 42,955 Policies.$80,684,300 Insurance
SCHEDULE OF ASSETS.
UrS. Government Bonds.
Commonwealth ot Massachusetts Bonds....
Province o( New Brunswick Bonds.
Province ot Manitoba Bonds..
Montreal Harbor (Debentures) Bonds......
Province ot Ontario Annuities and Debentures.....
County and City Bonds.
Railroad Bonds and Stocks..
Water, Gas and other Corporation Bonds
and Siocks.
Bank Stock.
Collateral Loans.
Mortgages ot Real Estate
Real Estate.
Premium Notes.
Collateral Loans on Policies.
Loans on Policies.
Agents' Balances.
Oash in Banks.
Cash in Office...
Premiums in Course o( Collection, Paid-(or
basis (net).
Deterred Premiums, Paid-(or basis (net)
Interest and Rents, Accrued and Past Due..
Forborne Premium*.
Market Value o( Bonds and Stocks over
Book Value..

$ 64,642 50
235,156 25
00 677 37
152.260 90
30,432 50

285,896 96
3,288,926 38
3,763,108 36
7,355.884 60
289,71215

1,301,96036
1,119,801 55
1,006^52 37
43,664 00
1,168,475 30
08,034 92
7,023 M

488,268

100,914 73
102,708 38

...

Gross Assets, December, 31,1909,

01

171 11

173A42 31

100 34

38,388 30
$16,084,397 50

LIABILITIES.

William T. Conn,
Edward B. WinslOW, Directors.
Portland, Maine, January 18, 1910.

Policies.

(The reserve o 1 the Company
is calculated upon a basis of
4 per cent, on business written prior to Jan. 1, 1901, aud
3 per cent, pn business written subsequent to that date.)
All other liabilities.

*14,524,186

00

222,583 85

Total Liabilities,

114,746,760 85

Surplus.
fl,337 827 85
Portland. Maine, January 7,1910.
This will certify that I have this
day examined the Securities
of the Union Mutual Lipk Insurance Company for the year
ending December thirty-first, nineteen
hundred and nine, in the vault* of the Union Safe
Deposit
and Trust Company, and And them as stated in
the Schedule.
Beecher

insurance Commissioner of Maine.
Portland, Maine, January 10, 1910.
The undersigned have this day examined the Hecuritiea
of the Union Mutual I.ipe Insurance
Company, in the
vaults of the Union Safe Deposit and Trust Companr, and
find them as stated in the Schedule.
Feed E. Richards, President.
Arthur L. Bates, Vice-President
Edward A. Noyes,
Finance
‘Josiah H. Drummond,
Committee
Edward B. Winslow,
and
Frank E. Allen,
Directors
J. Frank Cano,

i’oRTLANii, Maine, January 10,

Josiau H, Drummond,

the relief these funds carried into stricken homes

not difficult to believe, because of the

re-

insurance

Putnam,

Fred E. Richards, President.

the form of Endowments, surrender values and divid-

ends, added $551,848.40 to the item,

RECEIPTS.
Insurance Premium* flea* $400.54 (or

Reserve required to insure all outstanding

ance.

first year, will continue to maintain the careful, liberal and conservative position it has so long occupied.

ones

For the Year Ending December 81,1909.

Mutual Policies have for thirty-two years contained

work for progress, this institution, now in its

needy

Company,

OF PORTLAND, MAINE,

much the better off because of these pay-

been filed with the Home Office, the settlement is

the

OF THE

Union Mutual Life Insurance

ments.

thereafter handled with dispatch, and the cash placed
in the hands of

carriage was standing at
My friend looked at me ear-

at

and more

mission reach fulfillment.

its

and their

in

one

might bring.

comfort to its owner,

comes

settled

object

determination

death

the years that a
a

suffering, and that communities and the country

Company

covering *8,668,017 New

operates, 2,149 Policies,

part

ply and adversity blots the outlook. So popular has

increase in prac-

in which the

a

in alleviating

a

aod that among the whole corps of workers

tically

matter of mere

1910.

co“,P«^ tl*e Schedule of Asset, for the
PV!hU December
“din*
thirty-first, nineteen hundred and
the Finance Committee in the
by
vaults of
in? i)nine uU? Deposit
Trust and Company, at their examintt •!m2!,e
th*‘
nine

rM.7t^fcydfl,,d

Eowabd B. Winslow.

A

nestly. lifted his hat, got Into the carriage and was driven away. 1 went
the art school, where 1 became
sngrossed in my studies and was oblivlon to

oni to ail

necessary, it is a satisfaction to

seem

New Insurance paid-for shows

told him of the man across the street
The truth is X
Who stared at me.
My friend was
craved protection.
sympathetic, but nothing more.
The next day 1 had occasion to go
but to do an errand In the early morning. I had just closed the door behind
me when I heard a door open on the
tioor below and my friend appeared.
He waited for me till 1 came down to
him.
1 noticed that he was dressed
all In black. Not a white speck was
visible, even at bis throat. 1 asked If
be had lost any one dear to him, and
be said he had not. He regarded me
With a singular expression, which 1
could not Interpret, but it seemed to
me such an expression as a man to
Whom 1 belonged might wear or that
of one wbo was making a sacrifice for
We walked down to the street
me.
the door.

and

exactions

more

strong enthusiasm and firm determination prevail.

politeness, and passed on. After that
when 1 met him 1 encouraged him to
Finally I
make my acquaintance.

together.

with

realize that these handicaps
come

made in 1909 than

lessened, the business

and taxation have not been

him I spoke a fPF trivial
He replied in kind,
to him.

treating

was

that practically every dollar had

While the burdens of legislation

in any recent year.

Seutly.

time t

general advancement

SIXTEENTH ANNUAL STATEMENT

which insurance payments everywhere accomplish,

else.

When 1 went home by a rapid glance
I satis tied myself that the face I dreaded was not at the window. I hoped 1
stould meet my friend on the stairs.
I did not Nor did 1 again meet him.
A week passed, another, a third, and
f did not see him. What did It mean?
Had be left the place without speaking of hls going to me? I was astonished at myself for expecting him to
Inform me of bis Intentions.
1 tried to forget all about him, but
failed signally. I lost interest in my
•todies. I lay awake nights. At last,
•Then I could endure to remain uninformed no longer. 1 knocked at the door
from which I had so often seen him
tome out, determined to learn the
truth.
I was received by a lady, who gave
W>e a pressure of the hand and a melancholy, sympathetic smile.
"He roomed In my apartments,” she
■aid. “He gave me his confidence. He
loved you and lost hls life as your protector. The morning you last met Mm
he was killed In a duel with the man
of whom you complained to him."
I stood staring at the woman in mute
astonishment A man had loved me,
had died for me. and yet we bad not
oxchanged a word of love.
I have never married, and there Is
•o possibility of my marrying.

L

The Art of Saving.
I believe that If somebody could Invent unique ways of saving money tbe
public would have an assured future.
Men, women and children would regard saving as a game and play It
with all their heart There are penny
savings banks where newsboys and
bootblacks carry their tiny savings, but
other children regard their penny bank
at home with unfriendly eyes. There
are working girls who put away their
five cent pieces and fatten their small
bank accounts by walking Instead of
riding and making other petty sacrifices.
But the majority of 'working
girls spend as fast as they can earn
and declare that they cannot help it
One reads of a man who began his
career by regarding every dollar as a
worker and getting all the profit he
could. With that quaint conceit in his
bead saving became a pleasure, and be
won riches without realizing that it
was a struggle.
I know of more than
one woman who receives each night
from her husband every dime be has
received In change through the day,
for he la careful to avoid spending
such a piece of money. *Fhe*e, with
her own savings Is tbe same direction,
make a respectable weekly showing.—
Kansas City Journal.

Late repentance la seldom true, but
true repentance Is never too late.—Ven-

ning.

Lady—I’ve been expecting a packet of
medicine by post for a week and 1 haven’t
received it yet. Poatoffloe clerk—Yes,
madam. Kindly fill in this form and
state the nature of yoor complaint, lady
—Well, if yon must know, its biliousness.

Why He Wu Deaf.
Scene—Stable of Scottish village Inn.
Landlord Is bos; repairing a piece of
harness and is carrying on at the same
time a conversation with the village

Teacher was telling her class little stories
in natural history, and she asked if any
one could tell her what a ground hog was.
Up went a little hand, waving frantically.
“Well, Carl, you may tell us what a
ground hog is.” “Please, ma’am; it’s a

Farmer—Look here, landlord! Can
ye gie me a bottle o’ yer best whisky?

sausage.”

blacksmith.

Enter farmer.

Landlord—Weel, ye see, the horses
a’ oat, an’ I dlnna ken when ony o'
them 'II be bame.
Farmer—It’s no a horse 1 want; It’s
a bottle o’ whisky.
are

Landlord—Aye; but, ye see, they're a
gold bit awa’, an’ it’ll be late before

SPECIAL NOTICE
Of Importance to the People of Ellsworth.
O. A. Parcher desires to announce
to the readers of the American that
he has been able to secure the agency
for Parisian Sage, the marvelous dandroll core ana delightful hair dress-

ing.

O. A. Parcher Is glad to state that
Parisian Sage is a rigidly guaranteed
hair invigorator.
It cores dandruff in two weeks by
killing the dandruff microbes; it
stops falling hair, Itching scalp and
splitting hair, or money back.
It Is a most pleasant hair dressing,
especially for ladies, as it causes the
hair to grow in thickly and makes it
luxuriant and lustrous. The price is
only SO cents a large bottle, at O. A.
Parcher’a.

the first o’ them’s back.
Farmer (loader)—I tell ye, It’s no* a
hone, bat a bottle o’ whisky, I want
Landlord—Weel, ye see, the beasts ’ll
be tired, an’Farmer—Gang awa’ wl’ ye an’ yer
beasts!
Exit

Blacksmith—Man, John, ye’n gettln’
deaf as a doorpost It wasna’ a

as

horse, but

a bottle o’ whisky, the man
askin’ for.
Landlord—On, aye, I heard trim fine,
bat he didna’ pay for the last bottle he
was

got—Pearson’s Weekly.
The Order of the Bath.
The last Knights of the Bath made
according to the ancient forms were at
the coronation of Charles II., when
various rites and ceremonies, one of
which was bathing, were enforced.
According to Froissart the coart

barber prepared a bath, and the candidate for membership In the order,
baring been undressed by bis

A Pleat to Glrta.
And I do beseech and charge you that
•a you look about for something to tab
was thereupon placed In the
bath, bis care of and thua fulfill your deatiny, you
clothes and collars being the
perqui- will take such charge as you may of men
sites of the barber. He was then re- In
general, and especially the young one«
moved from the water to the words of
your own generation, and try, in »o far
"May this be an honorable bath to as
yah can, to make something of them
you” and was placed In a plain bed that will be an
advantage to the country
quite wet and naked to dry. As soon •nd to the
human raee. Yon cannot make
Si he was quite dry he was
removed a good world without
good men.
from the bed. dressed In new and rich
Do try to make aomething of these
apparel and conducted by his sponsors
young ones that you will find floating
to tlfe chapel, where he offered a
taper about. It will be good practice for you in
to the honor of God and a
penny piece the moat important dnty that falls to
>»
to the honor of the
king. Then he women. Don’t compete with them to.
Ibeir
unlam you hare
went to the monarch
and, kneeling All theemployments
the
college presidents wail over
before him, received from the
royal young men becauae they can’t get enough
sword a tap on the shoulder, the
king of them intonated in knowledge. I* y°u
exclaiming. "Arise. Sir-,” and then have some knowledge, feed ont a little to
embraced him, saying. “Be thou a good them, sugar-ooated, and if they have any,
get it out of them.
knight, and true."—London Strand
Moat of the inspirations that men get,
Magaxlne.
they get from women. Do qualify your'
■elves to diffuse Inspiration. It la the thing
our world
naeds the moat. Material
“I kown one man who never fails to things immensely abound; maans can oa
tot for anything that deserves them, but
•score more game than he wants when
he the fin that
touches the apirits of men is
goes hunting.” “How does
he doit.” somewhat to seek. Money’s
a-plenty;
‘‘Because be is always hunting trouble.”
that,
bricks, stone, food, boolu, and
—r
but inspiration is scarce. Have it to give
Horace-My! This floor’s awfully If you can—if. a. Martin, in Harper s
slippery. It’s hard to keep on your feet. Btumr.
Evelyn (his partner)-OI Then you were
really trying to keep on my feet. I
A PACKAGE OF MEDICINE FREE.
thought it was accidental.
Every subscriber to the paper who will write
to the address below
“Our family is awfully
-'W
will
Will
receive, free of exacvvisv,
exclusive,” said
• package containing small boxes of
one little girl to another
who bad just all the following well-known medicines*
Lane’s Tea for the bowels, Kidnets for the
moved Into tbe adjoining flat. “Is
yours?” kidneys, Lane’s Pleasant
Quinine Tablets for
hA
cl_mPTU*
“Oh, no,” replied the other. “We haven’t colds
and
grip, and Sherman’s Headache HemAddress
Orator F. Woodward, Le Boy*
anything to be ashamed of.”
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